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ABSTRACT 

PP wave data is gathered for bouncepoints primarily in the Pacific Ocean using earthquakes of 

magnitude 6.2 or greater occurring along the Mariana/Izu-Bonin subduction region, as well as 

Tonga and the Indonesia plate. The data is composed of midpoints that fall in the Mid-Pacific 

with a particular concentration under Hawaii.  Data is recorded in seven different seismic arrays 

in the United States but is mainly from the Transportable Array (TA) and USArray (US) stations. 

The data underwent rigorous cleaning before final analysis.  On top of the normal aspects, such 

as rotating and cutting of data, we utilized a beaming technique on both sides. On the receiver 

end, it’s simply called beamforming; on the source end it is called simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution (SID). This cleaning technique is utilized to see how well PP waves can be used in 

long offset mantle discontinuity studies. Of particular interest to our study are the 410, 520, and 

660 discontinuities, which react differently to thermal anomalies such as subducting slabs or 

hotspots. The dataset had very good ray coverage around Hawaii but dispersed a bit on the 

outskirts of the dataset, particularly in the southern region. 

The double-beaming technique is applied to the PP data. Frequency content is increased to as 

high as 1 Hz while still getting legitimate results. SID was able to get frequencies as high as 4 Hz.  

1 Hz is significantly higher than frequencies typically used in these types of studies, which is 

around .1 Hz. Though frequency was attempted as high as 8 Hz, it was found that PP waves had 

too little of these upper frequencies.  The high frequencies were wiped out during waterlevel 

deconvolution, a method used to help stabilize the data by filling spectral nulls in frequency with 

white noise.  
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The improved PP method allows interpretation of both cubes around Hawaii as well as a long 

line that intersects the majority of the data. Overall, the Tahiti and Hawaii hotspots are 

analyzed, as well as the subduction zone at the Southern Explorer Ridge (SEXP). It is found that 

in the Tahiti region, the 410 and 520 both deepen significantly due to the high thermal 

anomalies associated with hotspots.  Hawaii, however, does not display these deepened 

horizons. This implies thermal anomalies associated with the Tahiti hotspot could be thermally 

stronger than the Hawaii hotspot. A double 520 can be seen in regions around Hawaii in 

datasets that have not been ocean corrected.  Discontinuities seem stronger in non-ocean-

corrected datasets overall, probably due to receiver function familiarity. Farther north, we 

anticipate a deepening of the 410 associated with the data line moving to continental crust, but 

it is difficult to decipher.  We also look for a rise in this region for the subducting slab, but it is 

difficult to see due to resolution on the extremities of the dataset.  The 410 may rise at this 

point, but it could possibly be an inaccurate interpretation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

SS waves have long been the standard wave for long offset mantle discontinuity studies. SS has 

been touted since the early 90’s by the pioneers of the study of mantle discontinuities as the 

wave with the best frequency content and one of the few waves that can be used reliably 

[Lawrence and Shearer 2006]. SS has been well exploited, but this thesis will focus on making 

better use of the PP phase. Though PP waves have the same general ray coverage as SS waves, 

PP is often neglected due to poorer frequency content and longer wavelength compared to SS. 

In addition, PP seems to have difficulty showing discontinuities below 520km due to 

interference with scattered energy in the tail end of the large direct P coda. This thesis seeks to 

make the neglected PP wave viable through processing methods that include a receiver end 

beaming and simultaneous deconvolution of events with common midpoints.  

Our goal is to achieve better imaging of the asthenospheric mantle below the Pacific Plate. The 

Pacific Plate the largest plate in the world. Despite its size, the plate is also poorly sampled by 

seismic data due to lack of nearby earthquakes and no receivers except in the Hawaii region.  

The only waves that image this region heavily are SS and PP waves, which are waves that 

propagate downward upon incidence, refract upward, and bounce on the underside of major 

discontinuities. The PP waves are then recorded by seismograms many kilometers away (figure 

1.1).   Our major sources are the subduction zones along the west Pacific, predominantly the 

Japan and Indonesia subduction regions. These waves bounce off of the underside of 

discontinuities in the middle of the Pacific and are then recorded by seismograms in North 
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America (figure 1.2). Our dataset contained over 17,000 midpoints (white) from approximately 

150 events (black) recorded on 300 stations (pink).  

Figure 1.1. The general workings of SS and PP bouncepoints. The origin is on the left. The 

wave then bounces off the many different discontinuities and is recorded on the right 

side. The seismogram picks up all of these reflections from underbellies of 

discontinuities, often called precursors. From Flanagan and Shearer (1998). 
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The central Pacific region has some geologic features that have been studied before by many SS 

wave studies [Schafer et al. 2009, Shearer et al. 1999] and PP wave studies [Chambers et al. 

2005]. Although the bouncepoints extend across the Pacific to the Bering Sea, this thesis will 

focus on the two hotspots in the South Pacific near Tahiti and Hawaii, as well as the subduction 

zone at the Southern Explorer Ridge (SEXP) on the northern side of the Pacific Plate. Upper 

mantle transition zone discontinuities (MTZ)  are generally considered to be the result of phase 

changes in the olivine mineral system and are therefore anticipated to react to it differently, i.e. 

occur at different depths and sharpness, in certain different thermal environments [Chambers et 

al. 2005].  In particular, we expect the 410 and 520 discontinuities to deepen and the 660 to 

shallow in hot regions (hotspots). At subduction zones, we expect a general decline in the depth 

of the 410 but a sharp rise in the 410 when the subducting slab crosses it. 

Figure 1.2. Location of all sources (black), midpoints (white), and seismograms at 

which the traces were picked up (pink). The totals equate to approximately 150 

sources and 17,000 usable sources all recorded and approximately 300 

seismometers. 
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We use beam forming on the receiver end and simultaneous deconvolution of events with 

common midpoints to improve frequency content, reduce noise, and try to image the MTZ.   PP 

phases have been used successfully to image the 410, but we will try to use these processing 

techniques to improve resolution of the other MTZ discontinuities (i.e. 520, 660 etc.). 
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CHAPTER II 

GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND 

The Pacific Plate is currently the oldest oceanic crust in the world.  The crust for the Pacific Plate 

originates at the East Pacific Rise (EPR) which separates the Nazca and Cocos plates from the 

Pacific. The crust of the Pacific plate spans as far north as Alaska at the Southern Explorer 

Subduction Zone and as far west as the Marianas/Izu-Bonin subduction system near Japan 

(figure 2.1).  These subduction zones are the locations of the majority of the world’s 

earthquakes, many of which are being used in this study. 

The north and west boundaries for the plate are primarily subduction zones where the world’s 

oldest oceanic crust, approximately 200 Ma, is being subducted.  The overall high density and 

low temperature of the subducting slab correlates well with the ancient age of the slab along 

the west rim of the Pacific.  This causes the slabs to subduct at steep angles, particularly in the 

Marianas region.  The penetration of these slabs is somewhat debated, but some believe that 

these slabs play a significant role in mantle convection in these regions. 

This discussion of the geologic history of the central Pacific is subdivided into two primary 

sections.  The first section will be a discussion about some important aspects of the tectonics of 

the Pacific Plate, specifically relating to plate subduction and production at the East Pacific Rise.  

The second section will focus on the hotspots in the Pacific as well as plume tomography. 
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Tectonics 

Pacific Plate Subduction 

The rapid subduction of the Pacific plate has had large-scale crustal implications on the Asian 

continent.  The steep subduction of the slab drives rifting within the Northern China Craton 

(NCC) [Zhang 2011] (figure 2.2).  Subduction in this region began in the Mesozoic, around the 

time of the collision between north and south China cratons [Zhang 2011].  Meanwhile, 

subduction of the Pacific Plate, the development of a volcanic arc, and the associated backarc 

basins were developing on the east side of the NCC [Zhang 2011].  Chao Zhang (2011) tested 

zircon U-Pb dates to try and find a link between the dates and the proposed beginning of 

subduction of the Paleo-Pacific Plate. 

An area of interest in this study is the Bohai Basin, which is in the eastern-most part of the NCC 

and has the thinnest crust as well as highest geothermal gradient in eastern China.  It is this 

particular basin that is believed to be the (not entirely developed) backarc basin caused the 

Pacific Plate subduction [Rae 1973]. Volcanic rocks are primarily basaltic and Tertiary in age, but 

can be as old as Mesozoic near the center of the basin [Zhang 2011]. 

Figure 2.1. Illustration of the 

Pacific plate with origins at the 

EPR and main regions of 

subduction at the Southern 

Explorer Ridge (SEXP) and the 

Mariana/Izu-Bonin Trough. From 

Rutgers University. 
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In terms of overall volcanism in northeastern China, compositions are similar but vary in age as 

one moves northwest to the southeast (figure 2.2). The earliest dates for the beginning of 

volcanism are the Early Jurassic (ca. 180-195 Ma [Zhang 2011]).  The area of volcanism in the 

Yanji Zone was during the Early Cretaceous (ca. 106-117 Ma).  Zhang’s paper concludes that the 

rifting in this region could have been caused by either the Chinese cratons colliding or the 

subduction of the Paleo-Pacific Plate. It may be a combination of both. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The East Pacific Rise 

The East Pacific Rise (EPR) is currently the source of the new crust for the Pacific Plate.  It is 

unique in the fact that it is the fastest spreading ridge in the world with spreading rates as high 

as 8 cm/yr. Rae (1973) found the plate to be trending N21E and crust spreading  at an 

orientation of N75W (figure 2.3). Final results for the study include their proposed spreading 

rates which range from 8 to 9 cm/yr in the Tertiary, and this value is assumed to be relatively 

constant up to today.  General trends in the EPR include a northward movement of the Pacific 

Figure 2.2. (a) Regions of different types of lava in the North China Craton 

(NCC).  (b-d) Illustration of tectonics that occurred to create the different lavas.  

Note the two different extensional events driven by a steeply dipping Pacific 

Plate slab. From Zhang (2011). 
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Plate.  Overall, this northward rate is approximately 2 cm/yr and has been for the last 30 million 

years. 

Figure 2.3.  Illustration of magnetic polarities along the 6.25° S line.  

Grey indicates normal polarity.  Note the Brian event in Model A. From 

Rae (1973). 
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Hotspots 

The 5 tracks 

Clouard (2001) identified fourteen hotspots in the Pacific Plate, four of which are proposed to 

be “classic” hotspots (figure 2.4). The Emperor (Hawaiian) chain, Easter chain, Marquesas chain, 

and Louisville chain are fed by hot spots.  The other hotspots have tracks that are relatively 

short, so they are not used as much in studies of absolute plate motion.  According to plate 

motion, the four major hotspots have been in existence since at least 75 Ma. 

The Hawaiian hotspot track is known for the transition between the Emperor and Hawaiian 

chains, where the Emperor Chain is currently being subducted.  The Hawaiian chain is not yet 

being subducted (figure 2.4).  The two combine to make the longest continuous chain on the 

Pacific Plate, assuming they are formed by the same hotspot.  The transition between the two 

chains is thought to be a pronounced change in direction of propagation of the plate. 

The Easter hotspot is more complicated than the Hawaii hotspot.  The exact location of the 

plume is not well understood.  The original location was thought to be below Easter Island 

[Clouard 2001].  Easter Island straddles the EPR, with evidence of volcanism present on both 

sides of it.  The appearance of islands coming out of the EPR led to the assumption that there 

was some form of higher mantle convection below that point, but was later shown to be a 

hotspot. The hotspot track coincides with the eastern portion of the Mid-Pacific Mountains, 

which are composed of guyouts overlying a broad plateau. 

The Marquesas track is southeast of the Hawaii hotspot and northwest of the proposed Easter 

hotspot.  The recent trend for the seamounts on the Marquesas hotspot are similar to Hawaii, 

though may appear to be much shorter.  However, the alignment of the seamounts near the 
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Marquesas and the line of the islands just west of Hawaii make this a potentially old hotspot as 

well.  Because of this alignment, it is also thought that the Marquesas forms the Hess and 

Shatsky Ridge.  If these assumptions prove true, the Marquesas could be as old as 55 Ma. 

The Louisville chain is the final assumed large hotspot on the Pacific Plate.  Second to only the 

Hawaii/Emperor chain, the Louisville chain is used for absolute-motion studies in the Pacific.  It 

has a hiatus between 12.5 to 66 Ma.  Like the Easter hotspot, the location of the Louisville 

hotspot is still under debate. Hotspot-generated seamounts are present near the termination of 

the proposed Louisville track.  Though poorly understood, the age of the Louisville hotspot is 

thought to be approximately 125 Ma. 

The remaining ten proposed tracks have been active for less than 10 Ma.  The existence of these 

other short lived tracks may raise the possibility that at least some hotspots are temporary [Cao 

et al. 2011].  The quick development and recession of hotspots may be due to chaos in mantle 

as convection cells change location.  However, these shifts are not noticeable in the overall plate 

motion inferred from the more persistent known hotspots. 
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Figure 2.4.  All of the known hotspots and hotspot tracks in the Pacific. Black and white 

numbers represent age of volcanic activity in the region. They distribute along 

distinctive lines, leading to the belief that they lines are hotspot tracks. Of these 

hotspots, 4 are considered to be conventional hotspots: The Louisville track, Easter 

track, Marquesas track, and Emperor (Hawaiian) track.  The cause of the other 10 tracks 

is still relatively unknown. From Clouard (2001). 
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Past studies of the Hawaii Hotspot 

Courtier et al. (2007) found a MTZ thickness of 241 km in a study using multiple ScS bounces 

from earthquakes with source regions around the eastern islands of Hawaii recorded on Oahu 

(figure 2.5).  Previous studies have found a thinned transition zone beneath Hawaii, being 

approximately 230 kilometers thick. 

Courtier used four events for the entire project, drawing from a 35-year catalog of seismicity.  

The criteria for making the cut were earthquakes larger than 5.7 in magnitude with high signal-

to-noise ratio.  The mean epicentral distance was 3 degrees, which has a near vertical angle of 

incidence. 

Courtier also concluded that the low velocity zone right above the transition zone, inferred by 

other studies (Mori and Helmberger, 1995; Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997; Russell et al., 2001; 

Thorne and Garnero, 2004), was not visible.  Courtlier interpreted this as the absence of mantle 

plumes creating Hawaii.  The transition zone was found to be approximately 227 km thick, which 

goes along the lines of past studies of the region.  Courtlier concluded that it was due mostly to 

a depressed 410 discontinuity which rested around 435km.  The area below Hawaii is still found 

to be relatively hot, leading to the possibility that the plume is indeed there, despite Courtier 

not seeing the low velocity region right above the transition zone.  Inaccuracies may be possible 

due to the study occurring east of the hotspot instead of directly on top of it. 

Cao et al. (2011) utilizes SkS bouncepoints, which are similar to SS and PP bouncepoints.  

However, it uses the already prominent S waves, which are known to have a higher frequency 

content than P waves at long offset and are desirable for this type of study. The study also 
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ventures in to the discussion of fast and slow olivine directions. The paper focuses on the 410 

and 660 boundaries throughout.  

Cao’s study was performed using 170,000 broadband records from approximately 4800 

earthquakes.  The scale of this study is slightly larger than ours, utilizing earthquakes as low as 

5.2. The study was able to image strong 410 and 660 topographies. The study also found 

scattering events at depths of 350, 500, 550, 800 and 900 km, most of them being significant. 

The region east of Hawaii has very weak perturbations compared to the west. The 660 appears 

to be shallow to the east, while the 410 appears to remain relatively constant.  The 410 and 660 

to the northwest of Hawaii are notably shallow, indicating a thin transition zone in the upper 

mantle. An area even farther to the west is also analyzed. 410 and 660 depths in this region are 

notably deep. This deepening corresponds to a temperature change of roughly 850 K [Cao et al. 

2011], which is unrealistic for a region away from a subduction zone. The depths can be 

overestimated if the wave speeds above are lower than the values inferred for 3D corrections. 

Regardless, there must be some temperature change at play to the far west of Hawaii. This 

thermally active area is estimated to be anywhere from 800km to 2000km in size [Cao et al. 

2011]. It is proposed to be because of the hot material accumulating and spreading near the top 

of the lower mantle, while surface volcanism is fueled by secondary upwellings. 
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Figure 2.5.  Illustration from Courtier (2007) with variation in seismic velocity within the 

transition zone from tomographic model SAW24B16.  There is a strong trend to the E-NE of 

the Hawaii islands.  Smaller image is of the coverage used to study transition zone 

thickness beneath Hawaii.  Sources were only on the Hawaiian island chain and only 4 

geophones were used. 
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Plume Tomography 

Tomographic studies have elucidated aspects of the mantle beneath Hawaii.  Ji (1998) produced 

a high resolution tomographic image of the mantle beneath Hawaii in an area 20 degrees by 20 

degrees surrounding Hawaii. Their model found a strong, slow anomaly approximately 200km 

northwest of Hawaii. 

The work being done in Ji’s study is partially inspired by the early studies of the Yellowstone 

hotspot, which were performed by Iyer (1981).  Iyer (1981) concluded that there was a large 

region of low velocity below the Yellowstone hotspot as deep as 250km.  The Hawaiian hotspot 

was analyzed using the diffraction tomography technique used at Yellowstone with mixed 

results. Further advances in hotspot study have enabled a new tomographic technique to be 

utilized by analyzing near-vertical narrow structures in the mantle through use of long-period 

body waves. 

The data for Ji’s study are two large digital archives, one from the Global Digital Seismic Network 

(GDSN) deployed from 1980-1987 and an IRIS dataset that utilized broadband seismometers 

from 1988-1994.  Sampling rate for the data is 1 Hz.  There were data from 39 individual 

stations, of which only the vertical component was analyzed.  Only earthquakes of less than 

50km in depth were used to avoid P-coda contamination by surface reflections.  In the end, 

1,927 events were used.   

Ji (1998) used PP minus P arrival times to produce a tomography model indicating 2D scattering 

around Hawaii. The scattering was interpreted as being due to thermal heterogeneities. 
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A strong slow anomaly deep in the mantle was found to be a couple of degrees northwest of 

Hawaii (figure 2.6).  The anomaly imaged by Ji is 30 to 60 ‘plume-units’, bigger than what was 

anticipated based on Iyer’s Yellowstone work.  Due to how new the approach is, more research 

is encouraged to validate the results in this paper.  The plume appears to originate at the D’’ and 

is nearly vertical.  The large amplitudes generated by the anomaly are assumed too large to be 

caused by a single small focused feature.  
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Figure 2.6. Illustration of heterogeneities seen in Ji and Nataf (1998).  Note the 

strong heterogeneity to the northwest of the black dot which is Hawaii.  In other 

papers, it is believed this is the true location of the plume feeding Hawaii. 

Longitude 

Velocity deviation from global 
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Lei and Zhao (2006) create a new tomographic model underneath Hawaii using 10 different 

types of P reflected and refracted waves. They point out resolution is an issue due to lack of 

stations around Hawaii, which makes it difficult to image the exact depth at which the Hawaii 

hotspot originates.  Though the exact depth is poorly constrained, most hypothesize that the 

plume originates at the CMB [Lei and Zhao 2006]. Several studies are used as reference, with 

some that only use waves that mainly propagate through the mantle, such as PP, PKiKP, PcP, pP 

and others.  These studies tended to have a large low velocity region underneath Hawaii. The 

method in Lei and Zhao’s paper also focuses on 10 different types of waves, all particularly 

involving the mantle.  One particular phase that is of notable significance in Lei and Zhao’s study 

is the PKiKP wave. 

The study’s use of many different types of waves allows for a large range of ray coverage 

throughout the mantle. This strong ray coverage is particularly due to P-waves in the lower 

mantle. The middle mantle is the region that is most sparse at this point. The combination of the 

P-waves and PKiKP waves provides a strong combination for imaging of the lower mantle (figure 

2.7). 

The inclusion of PKiKP waves in this study allows coverage down to 2000km.  The slices of 

heterogeneity every 200km show a thinning of the heterogeneity between 1300 and 1800km. 

This may be where the conduit is. At the 2000km depth, the anomaly grows larger once again. 

Six different models were illustrated with roughly the same results; the source appears to be to 

the north of Hawaii and flows south to underneath Hawaii (figure 2.8). The primary thinning 

portion of the anomaly (conduit) appears to be 2200 and 1500km. Lei and Zhou also do a 

comparison of results between the many different P-wave types by illustrating each result 
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paired with the P. All of the results compiled in to one illustration (figure 2.9). It can be seen that 

PKiKP/P was able to resolve the conduit where the others could not. The summation of all of the 

P-wave types illustrated the conduit well. The inclusion of more than simply the P-wave in the 

study gave much more desirable results. The results further solidify the theory that the Hawaii 

hotspot begins at the CMB. Upon origin, it is deflected to the south and its surface expression is 

where Hawaii is.  It is important to note, however, that this implies that the surface expression 

of the hotspot is not stationary. 
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Figure 2.7. Raypaths of the many different types of waves used in Lei and 

Zhao (2006). The combination of the many different raypaths provide ample 

coverage of the mantle. There is room for improvement in the mid-mantle, 

however. 
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of the projected hotspot through different models using the tomography 

model from Lei and Zhao (2006). Hawaii is the triangle on all of the models. The cross section runs S-

N from left to right. The anomalous origin of the hotspot appears to be just north of Hawaii. It drifts 

south to be where Hawaii currently is. 
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Figure 2.9. Pairing of the many different waves with the P wave with tomography performed. The 

P/PKiKP pairing seems to have the strongest correlation with the stack of all waves used in the 

study. From Zhao (2006). 
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Finite Difference 

Nolet et al. (2007) outlines well the problems associated with imaging heterogeneities beneath 

oceanic environments, in particular the Hawaii hotspot.  P/S waves are discussed as well as 

wavelength.  At these very far offsets for studies, waves are not only complicated due to ray 

bending; the wavelength of the ray is the same length as the anomaly we are trying to spot, 

making it difficult to image. Plate boundaries are discussed as being the exact opposite of 

plumes.  Where subduction zones introduce new material to Earth’s interior, plumes allow a 

means for material to exit Earth’s interior.  More than likely, plumes serve as a final balancing 

between subduction and as spreading ridges to insure a balanced transaction between loss and 

gain. 

Plume imaging is difficult due to the small conduit through which a plume is created.  However, 

proposed “super-plumes” have been identified in areas such as southwest Africa or in the 

Pacific. Processing methods that are more designed towards the elimination of wave diffraction 

has allowed better imaging of these proposed plumes with over a dozen being found. This 

method, called finite-difference, splits the P-wave domain into two separate frequencies, keying 

in on the different strengths of the frequency bands. This method is shown to work up to half 

the width of the Fresnel zone. 

Iceland is the first hotspot studied extensively In Nolet et al. (2007).  Local studies constrain the 

upper mantle well, but global studies are needed to further constrain the lower mantle. All 

publications regarding the Iceland hotspot have a low velocity anomaly in the upper mantle, but 

few can track that low velocity anomaly in the lower mantle (figure 2.10). This is mainly due to 

lack of resolution in the area.  In contrast to the Pacific Ocean, the Atlantic has no active 
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earthquake area to provide sources for imaging.  Because of this, imaging the lower mantle is 

difficult. The region of upwelling underneath Iceland is still unknown. Only recently has the 

extent of the well-resolved region under Iceland been extended to the base of the lithosphere. 

For the Hawaii hotspot, ray coverage is present but only a few stations along the Hawaii Island 

chain. The few stations in this region show a large low velocity in the lower mantle, originating 

at the CMB. An interesting observation is that the hotspot appears to split into two distinct 

areas, with one under Hawaii and the other underneath Cook and Tahiti (figure 2.11). 

  

Figure 2.10. Finite difference results of hotspots throughout the world. Most of these images are not 

well resolved due to poor ray coverage, particularly Iceland and Africa. From Nolet et al. (2007). 
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Figure 2.11. The two finite difference results for the hotspots in the Pacific. Notice the two 

large thermal anomalies originating at the D’’. There may be a small connection between the 

two hotspots. From Nolet et al. (2007). 
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Discontinuities and role of temperature/pressure in discontinuity depth 

The bouncepoints on the underside of these discontinuities provides us with all of the 

geophysical data for this thesis. The discontinuities, particularly the 410km, 520km and 660km 

discontinuities are believed to be the result of phase changes in the olivine mineral system 

[Thompson et al. 2011] that are affected differently depending on the temperature and 

pressure in the surrounding mantle. 

The change of olivine to spinel hypothesized to exist at the 410 is an exothermic reaction, 

meaning it releases heat when the reaction occurs.  The mineral will have more difficulty 

releasing additional heat into a region that is already hot which will cause the reaction to occur 

at greater depths (or higher pressure). The increased temperature requires an increased 

pressure to drive the reaction. Because of this, in higher temperature mantle environments, the 

410 boundary is deeper than the global average [Houser and Williams 2010].  Understanding 

this is the anticipated behavior of the 410 km discontinuity will help interpret the images to help 

indentify temperature variations related to the hot spot anticipated for the Hawaii region.  

The cold nature of a slab can cause the exothermic phase change anticipated to occur at 

shallower depths by moving up the slab. It is theorized that the reaction does just this, causing 

the 410 within the slab to be shallower than the global 410 depth.  This is because the cold slab 

serves as a conduit for the exothermic reaction expected at the 410, facilitating the dissipation 

of extra heat. These are the results we expect to see in the Bering Sea. The slab could also 

contain water which would have a broadening effect on the range of the discontinuity [Meier et 

al. 2009] as well as making the discontinuity appear deeper in section. 
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The 410 km discontinuity is typically the target of PP studies but the 520 and 660 are typically 

not visible in PP data. The 520 is a discontinuity assumed to be associated with an additional 

spinel phase change [Thompson et al. 2011]. The clapyron slope for the 520 is similar to the 410, 

though much steeper and has a wide band of solid solution between the two phases.  When we 

see geothermal gradients through this discontinuity, the 520 should mimic the motion made by 

the 410 but with larger depth variations in response to temperature.  

The 660 on the other hand has a negative clapyron slope [Thompson et al. 2011] and has a 

known endothermic reaction with the phase change from spinel to perovskite and 

magnesiowustite. Because of this, the movement of the discontinuity is opposite of what we 

expect from the 410. We expect the 660 to be shallower in hot regions such as the hotspot 

expected at Hawaii and deepen in subduction regions. 

An interesting subject to note are the two different reactions just above the 410 and just below 

the 660.  These discontinuities appear at approximately 380km and 720km and involve phase 

changes of garnet [Houser and Williams 2010], the second most abundant mineral in the upper 

mantle. In some instances with our data, we believe we see these two distinct discontinuities 

despite them not being imaged well in other PP/SS papers. The improved frequency content of 

our data may have made it possible to image the 720 discontinuity where other studies with 

lower frequency result do not image it and is often simply grouped with the 660 discontinuity 

due to resolution issues. We must, however, be cautious not to confuse these discontinuities for 

side lobe of 410P or P660P. This can be done by analyzing it in data with different frequency 

content. If it is a side lobe the depth should move with frequency. 
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CHAPTER III 

PAST RESEARCH IN PP/SS 

PP and SS waves have a long history of being used to study lower crustal and mantle features at 

long offsets [Chambers et al. 2005, Flanagan Shearer 1998, Lawrence Shearer 2006, Ristema et 

al. 2002, Schäfer et al. 2009]. Due to the very small amplitudes of the PP and SS precursors (i.e. 

P410P, S660S, etc.) and the fact that seismic noise increases with frequency (both ambient and 

signal generated noise and scattering), these phases are generally only observable after low pass 

filtering.  Very low frequencies, typically with a range between .02 and .1 Hz [Lawrence and 

Shearer 2006], are used.  However, there are key differences between the natures of PP and SS, 

which will be highlighted in the following section.  Another method for performing mantle 

studies is the study of P-to-S conversions off of transition zone discontinuities, which is 

discussed near the end of this section.  In most cases, the aim of most studies is to find 

discontinuities and try and clearly image them.  Though this thesis focuses primarily on the 410 

and 660 discontinuities which constrain the mantle transition zone, many discontinuities are 

studied such as the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary and lesser known discontinuities at 

depths of 250km and 520km.  There are more discontinuities such as the 380 and 720 

boundaries that can be found as well, but they are not universally recognized and are not 

consistently imaged so we will focus on the more universally recognized and resolvable 

discontinuities: the 410, 520 and 660. 
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Past Research in PP 

Most studies that deal with PP waves specifically use it to analyze depth of the 410 and 520 

discontinuities [Schäfer et al. 2009].  The P660P arrival is generally lost in the scattered energy in 

the coda of earlier P arrivals (such as direct P or PkP).  The amplitudes of underside reflections 

from the MTZ discontinuities (such as P410P) are generally small and require stacking to be 

recognizable above the noise [Ritsema et al. 2002]. Due to its higher frequency content and the 

greater separation in the arrival times between SS and other S-phases (arrivals such as direct S 

or SKS), SS is the preferred method for long-offset seismology.   The goal of this thesis is to use 

advanced processing methods to improve the utility of the PP in MTZ studies. 

Schäfer (2009) used stacking to improve PP-phase data.  He focused on two distinct regions 

studying transition zone (MTZ) depths below Asia and the Pacific plate (figure 3.1). His study 

included broadband stations from IRIS and GEOFON seismic networks, using a total of 195 

broadband stations worldwide.  To improve data quality he used only deep sources (50 km or 

more).   Epicentral distances between 60 and 180 degrees are utilized.  He also has trouble 

seeing the P410P and P660P because of PKiKP interference between 116 and 127 degrees and 

121 and 129 degrees, respectively (figure 3.2). 

An interesting note on Schäfer’s method is that the precursors are selected manually, meaning 

no automated program was used to designate the location of the initial PP wave.  Some timing 

issues could arise from this.  He found timing problems in stacking seismograms produced in the 

same region which he attributed to mantle heterogeneities. 
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His results show a clear 410 arrival, but the 520 and 660 are hardly visible.  The PKiKP also 

clearly interferes with these phases. He noted particularly the timing between the P410P and 

P520P arrivals in the two areas are different.  The P410P and P520P below the Pacific appear to 

come from a greater depth than the global norm, but beneath Asia the 410 appears depressed 

with the 520 appearing at the expected depth (figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2. An illustration of the seismograms involved in Schäfer et al. (2009) and his use of 

PP waves to study the 410 and 520 discontinuities. (a) The results from the seismogram 

stacks in central Asia.  A clear 410 is seen plus a semi-clear 520. (b) Results for the Mid-

Pacific.  410 and 520 discontinuities have about the same visibility in both models.  The 410 

seems a little deeper in the mid-Pacific, though it is depressed in both. 

Figure 3.1. Illustration of bouncepoints from all stations involved in Schäfer et al. (2009).  

Green dots represent the “Asia” dataset.  Blue dots represent the “Mid-Pacific” dataset. 
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Past Research in SS 

SS precursors are more heavily exploited in MTZ research than are PP phases due to the better 

frequency content as well as the shorter wavelength of SS phases. Higher frequency content 

results in higher resolution and greater ability to detect smaller features.  

Shear Wave Splitting 

Studies of shear wave splitting are important in identifying anisotropy which is useful in studies 

of rock fabric, which can be related to stain or flow patterns [Yang and Fisher 1994].  Shear wave 

splitting can be recognized by different arrival times for SdS phases at one location observed for 

different raypaths.  One will travel along a fast-axis direction while another will be along a slow-

axis direction (figure 3.3). Because of the nature of SS waves, Yang and Fisher focus on the 

transverse component of the seismograms equivalent to SH and SSH.  With this in mind, Yang 

and Fisher try to illustrate the point that many SS wave studies have not yet come to a 

conclusion regarding mantle heterogeneity under the North Atlantic, which is where this study is 

focused.  Yang and Fisher site many studies, but none come to a consensus.  Yang goes on to try 

and contemplate why they are different results, which revolves around the idea of shear-wave 

splitting.  They noted information regarding azimuthal distance, where the area between 55 and 

85 degrees was the area most affected by this shear-wave splitting phenomenon.  It should be 

noted that this angle range falls in to a very narrow band of the data used in this thesis.  

Anisotropy around the bouncepoint, however, could have a significant effect on the traveltime 

of the wave.  Yang and Fisher then go on to calculate different olivine alignments, showing a 

N24W alignment in the central Atlantic while the olivine alignment was approximately N23E in 

the northern Atlantic (figure 3.4). 
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It’s important to note the ambiguities in the multiple studies of SS waves.  Resolution, whether 

using SS or PP waves, is difficult to establish.  The correct transition zone depths cannot be 

properly found without adequate amounts of ray coverage.  Regardless, it is interesting to see 

the different trends between the southern and northern regions of the Atlantic and how they 

possibly correlate with spreading direction. 

SS waves and the stacking process 

Shearer et al. (1999) focused on the processing of SS waves to try and eliminate horizontal 

uncertainty.  He starts the paper initially by talking about typical methodology for processing SS 

waves, which includes stacking, CMP binning, velocity-depth conversions, and corrections due to 

lateral velocity variations, surface topography, and crustal thickness. 

The dataset used is one used previously by Shearer and Flannigan (1998).  The original plot had 

close to 4,000 points to analyze.  For this paper, Shearer et al. (1999) use 506 summary rays that 

focus primarily on the Pacific (figure 3.5). 

Shearer et al. (1999) resolves an issue that arises with CMP of PdP phases stacking, which is the 

issue of lateral velocity variations significantly affecting the data quality.  This issue has existed 

for a long time, and migration methods have been developed to try and reduce spreading 

caused by this.  

CMP stacking was compared to back projection and full inversion methods to see which 

produced viable results, with both a synthetic and a real model being analyzed [Shearer et al. 

1999].  In the end, all produced images in the noise-free synthetic model, with the various 

migration methods providing better images than the CMP.  On the real dataset, however, it was 
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difficult to see clear improvement (figure 3.6).  Improvements in the images were noticeable, 

but not enough to merit favoring these migration methods over CMP stacking in SS bounce 

point studies. 

Amplitude Ratios 

Ritsema et al. (2002) performed a study on ratios between PP/P and SS/S.  The PP/P and SS/S 

ratios are known to be different between continental and oceanic lithosphere with PP/P being 

10% higher in continental and 10% lower in oceanic environments.  Ritsema et al. The study 

found that SS/S ratios are relatively the same underneath both continental and oceanic 

lithosphere. 

Ritsema et al. (2002) used data from the GSN and GEOSCOPE broadband deployments between 

1980 and 2000.  The amplitudes of SS/S and PP/P were compared to amplitude ratios generated 

by the PREM model, which is a 1-D reference model for Earth’s seismic velocity.  The 

comparison of the amplitudes was made on low-pass data. 

Further observations show that there is some correlation with SS/S and continental/oceanic 

lithosphere, though it may not be as strong as PP/P correlations.  Different processes such as 

heat flow can be a factor in the differences between the two ratios.  Regardless, SS/S waves for 

amplitude ratios are not as large as PP/P amplitude ratios in this kind of study (figure 3.7). 

Reflection Coefficients and Amplitude 

Chambers (2005) published a paper that lays out a basic timeline for different breakthroughs in 

PP/SS long wavelength precursor seismology including a summary of the origins of the 410 and 
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660 boundaries, their thickness, acoustic impedance, and how mantle water content influences 

the MTZ. 

Chambers talks about processing and stacking methodology throughout the paper.  Their data 

comprised of earthquakes that occurred <75km in depth to minimize interference from depth 

phases.  Stacking was then utilized to try and find lateral velocity variations.  Polarities were 

determined by looking at differentiation in cross correlation, to which polarities were calculated 

and corrected to a uniform value. Iterative deconvolution was performed to create as accurate 

arrival times and amplitudes as possible. 

The dataset used for Chambers’ study contained both P wave and S wave bouncepoints with 

about 17,000 bouncepoints combined worldwide. The evaluation process separates the data in 

to 4 distinct regions, regions A and D being continental crust with A being Asia and D being the 

United States. Regions B and C were oceanic, mostly comprised of the Pacific Ocean (figure 3.8).  

Throughout all regions, a distinct 520 discontinuity was seen, and a fairly uniform 410 and 660 

as well. 

The main purpose of the paper is to examine the amplitudes of the 410 discontinuity.  

Comparing the PP and SS arrivals, SS clearly has higher amplitudes and a larger number of 

useable events, which is typical of SS work compared to PP.  The reflection coefficients for the 

different regions were vastly different from one another, though they all ranged from .03 under 

Japan and southern China to .06 under northern China. 

Using CMP stacking of SS, they are able to get approximate depths for the 410 discontinuity over 

the studied region.  A global observation is then made, and he continues on the possibility of 
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water being in the mantle.  The presence of water changes the bulk modulus of mantle mineral 

wadleyite by 5-11%, as well as changing P and S wave impedance by 5.8-7.6%. 

This study found P410P amplitudes are lower under North America and China, while higher 

beneath the north Pacific.  S410S also varies, but on a much smaller scale than what we see with 

P410P (figure 3.9).  Differentiation between the two could be caused by melt, water, or mantle 

heterogeneities.  Mantle olivine content variations and mantle structure cannot fully explain the 

difference between the two.  

Figure 3.3.  An illustration of possible seismograms used in shear wave 

splitting analysis.  Notice the S and SS waves arrive in different phases as 

well as slightly different travel times.  This is the result of shear wave 

splitting.  Analysis of them will give a fast and slow axis for wave 

propagation. From Yang and Fisher (1994). 
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Figure 3.4.  Final results from Yang and Fisher (1994) and their shear wave 

splitting analysis in the Atlantic Ocean. Both fast olivine orientation 

directions and a-axis are indicated by line direction.  Some correlation can be 

made with spreading direction in the southern portion, but orientations 

become more complex to the north. 
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Figure 3.5. (a) The illustration of points used in 

Shearer and Flannigan (1998). (b) The summary 

points used by Shearer et al. (2009) for analysis of 

CMP gathering effectiveness in SS waves. 
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Figure 3.6.  Results of CMP stacking for different lines of 

latitude (50N top, 30N bottom) in the Pacific.  The 410 

and 660 discontinuities are clear but improvement 

wasn’t enough to completely integrate CMP stacking in 

to long-offset SS wave analysis. 
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Figure 3.7.  (a) Results for amplitude ratios between both PP/P and SS/S waves.  Red 

represents known oceanic crust and blue represents known continental crust. The top 

panel represents observed data while the bottom panel represents synthetics. (b) 

Figures of the overall amplitude ratios observed.  Notice the higher correlation 

coefficient used for PP/P compared to SS/S.  This supports the conclusions to this paper 

that SS/S does not have a set amplitude ratio in continental crust.  There is some 

correlation, but it is not as consistent as PP/P. From Ritsema et al. (2002). 
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Figure 3.8.  The regions associated with Chambers (2005) and his study of 

reflection coefficients. The top panel is the PP data set with 10,627 points.  The 

lower panel contains the SS data set which contains 6,138 points. 
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P-to-S conversion 

Lawrence and Shearer (2006) use 118 global seismic stations with data recorded between 1976 

and 2002, with distances between source and receiver being between 30 and 90 degrees. 

Lawrence and Shearer (2006) have an introductory paragraph highlighting many aspects of SS 

phase studies, ranging from transition zone thickness discussion to as well as SS precursor 

studies. They begin initially with a talk of what exactly the transition zone is, which is a region 

bounded by the notable 410 and 660 discontinuities, both of which are hypothesized to be 

Figure 3.9.  (a) Regions being studied as well as cross sections A-a and B-b 

performed through them. (b) Results from the different studies.  Left column 

are results for PP, right column for SS.  Top row has results for A-a, while 

bottom row has results for B-b.  It is interesting to note the trend along B-b 

when comparing PP and SS results. From Chambers (2005). 
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significant boundaries for mantle flow. They go on to talk about SS precursor studies being the 

best way to study transition zone thicknesses.  They mention receiver functions and their ability 

to yield more detailed measurements.  Studies have shown thickening of the transition zone 

around subduction zones and thinning underneath oceanic lithosphere as well as select 

superplumes, particularly in Africa and the Pacific. 

They introduce Pds waves, which are P-waves that convert to S-waves at a given depth d.  

Stacking is performed on the data with a band-pass filter between .02 and .1 Hz applied.  The 

results from stacking Pds waves show remarkable similarities between real and synthetic data 

with amplitudes being 7.5% to 10% of the original radial P amplitude. 

Lawrence and Shearer found the MTZ is anomalously thick in areas of subduction and 

anomalously thin in superplume areas and under oceanic lithosphere (figure 3.10).  The average 

thickness of the transition zone was 246km.  Pds results were relatively similar to the more 

popular SdS method, meaning there is no distinct discrepancy exists between these two 

constraints on transition zone structure. 
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Figure 3.10.  After P-to-S conversion and Gaussian Cap filtering, Lawrence and Shearer (2006) 

and their work coincides relatively well with previous studies [e.g., Shen et al., 1998; Gilbert 

et al., 2003].  MTZ thickness appears to thin under oceanic crust and thicken under 

continental.  Slab presence appears to thicken the MTZ thickness as well. 
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CHAPTER IV 

METHODOLOGY 

The focus of the study is to find beaming and deconvolution methods that will retain the highest 

frequency content in PP precursor bouncepoint data.  The nature of PP waves having poorer 

frequency content than SS waves is a major deterrent in its use.  

The first technique used to attempt to "clean" (improve coherency across traces and signal to 

noise ratio) the data is beamforming.  This technique stacks seismograms from stations within a 

given radius of a central station.  Beaming is simply stacking after applying time shifts that favor 

different phases (in this case PP).  The second primary technique used is a simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution method, which combines the stacking of the data in the same step as the 

deconvolution. 

Among these two primary cleaning techniques, there are several steps used to make sure the 

data is fit for processing.  These steps include acquisition, rotation, creation of source functions, 

and some data quality control tests (figure 4.1). 
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Data Acquisition 

The data for this project were acquired via the JWEED program, filtering through earthquakes all 

over the world of a magnitude greater than 6.2.  All stations within the United States were 

included, which is composed of 7 total arrays:  the ANZA digital network (AZ), Berkeley Digital 

Seismic Network (BK), the Southern California Seismic Network (CI), the IRIS/IDA Network (II), 

the IRIS/USGS Network (IU), the USArray Transportable Array (TA), and the US National Seismic 

Network (US). All of these stations except for the TA array are permanent stations that had data 

for our entire 8 year period.  However, TA stations, which were deployed for 2 years, are the 

majority of our spatial coverage comes from the TA data. The long lived permanent stations 

Figure 4.1. A general flowchart for the workflow of how our processing was done. It is 

separated in to 5 parts primarily: pre-beamforming, beamforming, post-

beamforming/pre-SID/pre-SFD, SID/SFD, and multiple elimination. 
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provide the stability needed for traditional simultaneous deconvolution.   The acquired data was 

received with 1200 seconds before the PP arrival and 120 seconds after (figure 4.2).  

Before the beamforming and deconvolution methods can be used, first several preliminary 

techniques must be performed. 

Pre-beamforming Processing 

Three separate processing techniques must be applied to the data before it can be used for 

beamforming.  First and foremost, a sorting technique must be done to organize the data by 

station. Second, the data is cut down to utilize the PP arrival as well as the precursors.   Third, 

recordings must be checked and corrected for sampling rates. 

At this point, all of the data still has very long time windows at which they were acquired, 

totaling 1320 seconds to assure the PP and all precursors were included (IRIS can be inconsistent 

with their time windows). These data were to a window including 180 seconds before the PP 

wave and 90 seconds after (figure 4.3).  This allows us to do a few things.  The cut of data before 

the PP includes several arrivals of interest to us such as the direct P arrival, the P660P, P410P, 

etc.  The cut after the PP mark allows us to fully access the entire PP arrival; essentially giving us 

a source function to use in deconvolution analysis.   

 These data are then high pass filtered at 0.02 HZ to remove a low frequency noise typical at 

most stations. It is then low pass filtered at 8 Hz which is the highest frequency we believe will 

be possible in teleseismic data. 

The final step before moving on to beamforming is to check the sampling rate of the data.  

There were two sampling rates in the data set: 20 and 40 samples a second.  In order to use 
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these data, we had to have all of them at the same sample rate.  Instead of destroying the 40 

samples a second down to 20, the 20 sps data were interpolated to 40 sps. In the end, we could 

have saved disk space by going to 20 sps which is adequate for a low pass of 8 HZ, but we 

preferred to keep the data 40 sps to maximize resolution in the cross-correlation. 

  

Amplitude 

Trace number 

Figure 4.2. Illustration of an uncut piece of seismic data. This is the 

stream from 120 seconds before the P arrival to 1200 seconds after. 

This is an illustration from the file “TA.P29A..BHZ__at__2009-08-

09T11.06.09.025Z.SAC”. As can seen from the X-axis, the stream is 

incredibly long. The amplitudes on the Y-axis are also not normalized. 
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Trace number 

Figure 4.3. Illustration of the same trace from figure 4.1 cut down to 

proper length for what we need.  Notice trace number is down to 

approximately 11,000. Amplitude, however, is still large and will need 

to be corrected. 

Amplitude 

Trace number 

Amplitude 

Figure 4.4. Illustration of the trace filtered to between .02 and 8 Hz.  

This step also rotated the data to proper N-S, E-W, and vertical 

alignments.  Notice the filtered data looks relatively similar to the 

stream in figure 4.2. The filter range likely covered most frequencies 

picked up at this offset range. 
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Beamforming 

In itself, beamforming can cover a wide array of topics in geophysical processing.  In this study, 

we used a double radius beamforming in a fashion that divides the stacks into two parts, an 

inner and an outer radius or “donut-and-hole” technique also applied to recent receiver 

functions work.  In this double radius method we stack (after applying the appropriate time 

shifts) within a smaller radius ("hole") and an outer radius ("donut”). The 300 or 500km radius 

works as the “donut” (figure 4.6) while the “hole” is placed at 80 or 120 km (figure 4.5).  It’s 

important to note that beamforming looks specifically at the receiver-end of the acquisition.  

The smaller radius is chosen to try to produce a stack with local phases (such as moho phases) 

still present. The outer radius is chosen to be large enough to hopefully have sufficient 

variability in crustal structure to remove local phases. This plan was originally designed to use 

the large donut as a clean source function with local phases removed. We believed this would 

also be desirable as a clean source for PP work but in the end we combine the donut and whole 

to maximize the number of event in the beam and maximize signal to noise ratios. 

Results from the beamforming are largely mixed.   Generally random noise is reduced by the 

inverse of the squareroot of the number of traces included. Signal generated noise (scattering) 

can be reduced by as much as one over the number of traces included.  The number of stacks 

largely varied depending on which array the beam was associated with.  Closely spaced arrays 

such as the AZ and CI array found many stations nearby to stack within a beam.  However, the 

larger more spread out arrays such as the US and TA arrays have fewer nearby stations which 
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reduced the efficiency of beam forming to reduce noise.  Despite the variation in number of 

stations in the stack, beamforming at this point greatly helps clean up the data. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5.  Illustration of the “hole” portion, where the inner 80km are 

stacked in to a single trace.  This has different amount of effects depending 

on the array being performed on. 
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Post-beamforming Processing 

There are three more steps between the beamforming and the final simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution. The first thing that must be dealt with is the organization of the data.  As 

mentioned before, the data is organized at this point by date of acquisition.  Simultaneous 

iterative deconvolution will not work in this formatting.  The second step before the 

simultaneous is a program designed to extract the PP arrival.  This wavelet is then treated as the 

source and comparisons are made through the data string. 

Traditionally the simultaneous deconvolution method focuses on the source-end of the data.  

This is very similar to the beaming step except data from a small source area but recorded at a 

single station were gathered and stacked after source removal as a step within the 

Figure 4.6.  Illustration of the “donut” portion, where the outer 300km are 

stacked in to a single trace.  This has different amount of effects depending 

on the array being performed on. 
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deconvolution to produce the cleanest receiver function for the given "ray tube". But for PP 

work we are essentially producing a PP-receiver function at the bouncepoint. So in the 

simultaneous deconvolution we no longer tied ourselves to a single station but gathered all 

event and receiver pairs for a common midpoint (CMP) and preformed a simultaneous 

deconvolution for those events.  

The final step before simultaneous deconvolution is to re-filter the data to the low-pass 

frequencies of our choosing.  In the previous filtering step, the data was filtered between .02 

and 8 Hz.  From this point, we lowpass the data into many different frequency contents with .02 

always being the bare minimum.  The lowpass frequencies for the data are .4, 1, 2, 4, and finally 

8 Hz.  The goal of this study is to see if by processing these data after applying different filters if 

simultaneous deconvolution can retain signal at these higher frequencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7. An unbeamed receiver function used in simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution. Notice this receiver function is extremely variable due to no 

stacking involved in the processing of this particular stream. 
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Simultaneous Iterative Deconvolution 

This process is the method applied in receiver function work (Gurrola et al 1995) but not 

typically to PP or SS type studies.  In receiver functions SID is a processing method that focuses 

on the source-end of the dataset where data from a small source region but recorded at one 

station are processed thorugh the SID into a single receiver function. This essentially combines 

source end beaming and deconvolution into one step.  But for PP bouncepoint studies we 

gather all events with source receiver pairs that have the same midpoint and produce a CMP 

gather. Because the goal is to make a PP-receiver function we can perform the simultaneous 

deconvolution at the midpoint and increase the number of events included greatly compared to 

receuver function methods. We tested two different methods of simultaneous deconvolution. 

Figure 4.8. A beamed receiver function used in simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution. Notice this receiver function is much more controlled than the 

unbeamed, mainly attributed to the stacking involved. This will allow for more 

accurate simultaneous iterative deconvolution. 
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The simultaneous iterative time domain deconvolution (SID) and the simultaneous frequency 

domain deconvolution (SFD). 

Simultaneous Iterative Time Domain Deconvolution (SID) 

The next step in the SID processing is using the cut datasets created in the previous processing 

steps.  In a single event iterative deconvolution the cut PP recording with all amplitudes before 

the assumed PP arrival (minus a 5 second window) are set to zero as a large source function 

(figure 4.7,8).  Recall that this source function was produced by trimming all precursors away 

leaving only the PP arrival.  This source function is then cross-correlated to the uncut traces 

(that still include the precursors). The time lag with the largest peak is assumed to be the 

location of a precursor and is stored as precursor time. The amplitude of this precursor is the 

amplitude of this largest peak divided by the amplitude of the zero lag of the autocorrelation of 

the source function.   This normalized amplitude is placed on a time series that is all zeros at the 

appropriate time delay. We now presumably have a PP receiver function with one peek, 

precursor, on it. This synthetic receiver function is then convolved with source function in order 

to produce a synthetic seismogram with the PP phase and one precursor. This synthetic is 

subtracted from the observed PP recording to produce a seismogram with the PP phase and the 

precursor removed. The cross-correlation is repeated and the largest remaining peek will be the 

second precursor, which is then removed from the recorded PP recording. This is repeated until 

the signal is thought to be used up or through a fixed number of iterations. We favor the fixed 

number of iterations. For every iteration through the string, the point that has the most in 

common with the receiver function is given an amplitude value (figure 4.9).   We preformed this 

is performed 50 or 100 iterations for each PP receiver function. 
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To modify the iterative deconvolution to a simultaneous deconvolution we proceed as above 

except a cross correlation step is performed on all source receiver pairs with the same midpoint. 

Each of these cross-correlation functions are converted from time to depth using a 1-D model 

(IASPI) and then these cross-correlation functions are stacked. The largest amplitude of the 

stacked, depth converted cross-correlation function is considered to be the depth of the 

precursor. The 1-D model is used to convert this depth to the time delay for each of the time 

domain cross-correlation function. The amplitude at that time delay for each cross-correlation 

function is normalized by the respective zero lag source autocorrelation amplitude and used to 

produce a receiver function for that source receiver pair. This is repeated as described above for 

the single event iterative deconvolution. After 100 iterations we depth convert each of the time 

domain receiver functions from each source receiver pair to produce a single depth domain PP-

receiver function.   
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Figure 4.9.  Illustration of the original output from the simultaneous iterative 

deconvolution method. Notice the large spike at the end; this is the source 

function deconvolved by itself, so it has the largest fit with itself, thus giving 

it the maximum value of “1”. The source function was stepped through to 

see matches, and the most matched were given highest amplitude. 

Trace Number 

Amplitude 
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The effects of SID on data quality 

The SID is compared to the beamed and unbeamed PP receiver functions (figure 4.10). The SID 

data (center) compares favorably to the data on the left and right, which are both only with 

beaming. Arrivals appear much crisper in contrast to the SID. 

Even if the data is properly beamed, the effect it has on the data is relatively minimal. SID is vital 

in the alignment of proper arrivals in both beamed and unbeamed stacks.  Illustrated is the 

completely unbeamed data in the center with simultaneous performed while the other two are 

unbeamed and beamed data with no simultaneous applied. The results are noticeable.  Because 

of this differentiation in data quality, SID is a vital part of cleaning these data. 

  

Figure 4.10`.  Left: Illustration of no beaming or simultaneous deconvolution. 

Center: Beaming and deconvolution done. Right: Deconvolution performed, but no 

beaming. Notice the clear arrivals in the center picture. 
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Frequency Domain Deconvolution (SFD) 

Iterative deconvolution of single events has been performed in previous PP and SS work but this 

is the first to use SID. Perhaps the most common deconvolution method in receiver function 

work is the frequency domain method. We will therefore test a simultaneous frequency domain 

SFD method to produce high resolution PP functions.   

The first step of SFD is the same as that of SID, to produce common midpoint gathers (CMP) by 

grouping PP recordings by the center points of their event-receiver pairs. Unlike the SID we 

cannot depth convert the data as a step of the deconvolution so to properly align the precursors 

we group the seismograms in the CMP gathers into common ray parameter gathers (CRPMP, we 

used 30 ray parameters bin between 0.04 and 0.08 s/km). Frequency domain deconvolution is 

performed by converting the PP recording and the source functions (S and PP respectively) and 

dividing them where M is the PP-function: 

                   

    This must be stabilized by prewhitening which requires we first cross correlate S and PP with 

PP: 

                             

This is a single deconvolution but simultaneous FD deconvolution we sum all the cross-

correlation functions and divide by the sum of the autocorrelation functions of each seismogram 
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To apply the water level deconvolution we replace the amplitude at any frequency with wl 

                                        

 

After the SFD is preformed at one ray parameter it is repeated for each ray-parameter in a CMP 

then all SFD in that CMP are stacked to produce a single stack SFD for the CMP.  This is repeated 

at each CMP. 

The water level for each SFD is hand-picked by viewing the SID and choosing the waterlevel that 

makes the best SFD. Four possible water levels were tested (0.1, 0.05 0.01 and 0.005).  There 

was also an option to throw out the trace if it was shown to be too noisy at all waterlevels. 

 Upon completion, the traces were sorted according to latitude and longitude and formed in to a 

cube. The stacking method places a nodal point on a 1 degree grid. A stacking bin was expanded 

about each nod to assure at least 30 events were included in the bin. The minimal bin size was 

0.7 degrees but was allowed to expand up to 3 degrees. If the bin went larger than 3 degrees it 

would have less than 30 events (shat we considered the minimum to consistently produce a 

clean PP-function.  

Ocean Bottom Multiples 

Approximately 35km shallower than the 410 discontinuity in the majority of our data, there was 

strong positive amplitude throughout the entirety of the data in higher frequencies (figure 4.11). 

The origin of this was originally thought to be a sidelobe but it was discovered to be related to 

the ocean bottom. It was found that the large amplitude around 390km is a ghost and the lower 
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discontinuity, pictured at approximately 425km, is the desired discontinuity. With a velocity of 

1.5km/s over 5km both directions, this account for 15 seconds between what is supposed to be 

the ocean bottom PP (our desired target) and the ocean surface PP. This ghost is predictable and 

can be removed if the water depth is known. When dealing with SS data, this was not an issue 

due to S-waves not travelling through water.  

A solution was found that revolved around the very little land that was on our dataset: Hawaii. 

When looking at the discontinuities in the predominantly oceanic environment, they appeared 

at 390 or at around 425, except for the discontinuity located exactly below the Hawaiian Islands 

(figure 4.13). Ironically about a third of all out data has their bounce points beneath the Hawaii 

region, so seeing this change underneath Hawaii was not in error.  When looking at the 

discontinuities underneath the Hawaii stacks there is no ghost phase. Beneath the big island of 

Hawaii no ocean correction was needed due to the absence of an ocean bottom multiple. To 

deal with this problem we use a map of global depths to the ocean bottom and produced a 

synthetic seismogram. The model used to produce the synthetic was (depth at 1.5 km/sec and 1 

g/cc, .4 km of mud 2.4 km/sec and 2.0 density, low velocity basalt .3 km 3.5 km/s density of 2.4 

g/cc with a 7 km/s 3.0 g/cc half space below it).  This synthetic was deconvolved from the source 

function to produce an "ocean free" PP source function. 

This deconvolution method was effective when dealing with SID.  However, applying this 

convolution to SFD proved to be a large amount of processing.  The multiple deconvolution 

steps caused severe ringing in the data, causing the data to be indecipherable. Instead of 

applying this second convolution, a general shift in the data was used. A smoothed ocean 
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Figure 4.11. The large amplitude appearing above the 410 as well as 520 is 

from the ocean bottom multiple. The sidelobes of both the arrivals also 

causes distortion in the arrival of the desired amplitude, making it much 

shallower than anticipated. 

topography map was used to shift the desired discontinuity downward a distance between 23 

and 29km, depending on the depth of the ocean. 

When applying the initial deconvolution, an interesting shift occurs. The distance between the 

410 and ocean surface is a set distance, but this set distance is distorted due to the ocean 

bottom multiples being larger than the desired multiple (figure 4.12). The shift is calculated to 

be the distance from P5oP or P4oP and the initial P410P arrival.  This shift, by mistake of 

processing, was then applied to the initial deconvolved result, causing the shift to actually be 

between the deconvolved P410P,4o/P410P,5o and the actual desired PP arrival, causing them to 

arrive earlier than anticipated. The shift method eliminates this mistiming to give proper depths 

for the 410 and other discontinuities without the need for a second deconvolution, making the 

data much easier to read. 
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Figure 4.12. The distance between P5oP/P4oP and the P410P served as a 

shift for the data between P410P,4o/P410P,5o and the PP arrival.  This 

caused the P410P arrivals to be early.  The shift method applied will fix this 

shift without the need for a second deconvolution. 

Amplitude 
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Figure 4.13. The data before elimination of the ocean bottom multiple. (Left) A 

latitudinal cross section at 20 N. At approximate longitude of 205, the exact location 

of Hawaii, the discontinuity falls to precisely where it’s supposed to be. (Right) A line 

cut through the bulk of the well sampled data in the region.  Once again, the samples 

just below Hawaii proves to get rid of the ocean bottom multiple. With this 

knowledge, the receiver function can be applied to the entire dataset to possibly get 

rid of the ocean bottom multiple entirely. 
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Waterlevel deconvolution’s effect on frequency 

At times, waterlevel deconvolution can be a vital step in seismic processing.  Spectral nulls in the 

frequency domain can make PP-function appear distorted, primarily through oscillations at 

specific frequencies due to spectral nulls in the source function causing singularities in the 

deconvolved PP-function. Because of this, waterlevel deconvolution is applied to fill nulls with 

white noise, often stabilizing the trace in the process. One could notice as this waterlevel was 

applied, however, that higher frequencies where signal is weak may fall below the water level. 

As a reult the prewhitening can act like a low pass filter.  

We were able to produce images with  frequency content up to 1 Hz (figure 4.14), but beyond 

that waterlevel prewhitening tended to eliminate the higher frequency from the dataset, 

causing many of the waterlevel deconvolution results to look the same at all frequencies above 

1 Hz (figure 4.15). The SID method did not rely on prewhitening and proved effective to 4 Hz. 

We produced images where we high pass filtered the data at 0.5 Hz and were able to recognize 

the P410P phase in the most data rich regions to frequencies of up to 4 Hz. 
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Figure 4.14. A sample of the data at 1 Hz.  Notice the very 

solid 410, 520, and 660 boundaries.  Even a slight 720 

discontinuity can be seen. Very few anomalies between the 

410 and 520. 
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Figure 4.15.  Comparison between the 2 Hz data (left) and the 4 Hz data (right).  The data 

looks distinctly the same. The reason for this is higher frequencies being eliminated by 

higher water levels from waterlevel deconvolution. Analyzing at frequencies of 2.1 or 

higher is useless with current water level implementation. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

This dataset of PP bounce points from earthquakes larger than 6.2 recorded at US stations 

includes many different areas, but the Pacific Ocean was most heavily sampled (figure 5.1). We 

have decided to focus our analysis on the Hawaii hotspot region as well as a line generated 

through the entirety of the dataset. The region around Hawaii included about a fourth of the 

data that passed our signal to noise tests.  The longer profile is meant to sample important 

regions in the Pacific region illuminated by this data set. It cuts through the subduction zone on 

the northern end of the Pacific Ocean and two hot spots in the Tahiti and Hawaii regions. These 

are the regions where thermal anomalies affecting the TZ discontinuities are most likely to 

occur.  In these results, we are primarily looking for variation in the depths of the discontinuities 

in the mantle: the 410, 520, and 660. We will also experiment with the data at higher 

frequencies, which was our goal in developing new processing methods. We will look at each 

distinct region for different frequencies as well as geologic results. 

The overall quality of the dataset should be discussed. The data for Hawaii is in a cube from 5 to 

35° N Latitude and 175E to 135°W Longitude. Data density is variable within this area with the 

greatest bounce point density around Hawaii. The midpoint data is mainly in a large swath 

through the central Pacific with some rogue clusters in fortunate places such as the hotspots 

near Hawaii and Tahiti, the subduction zone from Kamchatka through Alaska and the Nazca 

plate through South American subduction zone (figure 5.1).  Regardless, most all of the heavily 
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sampled areas are in areas that have the potential to provide valuable information in regards to 

regional discontinuity depths. 

 

 

  

  

 

  

Figure 5.1. Illustrations of all the midpoints used in this study. Npole: North Pole region, 

Bering: Bering Sea, N Pac: Northern Pacific, Hawaii, SPAC1: Southern Pacific, SPAC2: 

Second batch of Southern Pacific, SA: South America, Greenland. Hawaii is very densely 

distributed compared to other data clusters. We focus primarily on Hawaii as well as the 

SPAC bouncepoints. We have a line drawn that goes through majority of the data up 

through the NPAC and Bering Sea regions that will be analyzed as well. 
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Processing’s effect on resolution 

The combination of beamforming and simultaneous iterative deconvolution started simply as an 

experiment to provide maximum resolution and higher frequency content of data 410, 520, and 

660 discontinuities (figure 5.2). They are visible in a wide range of frequencies (figure 4.15). It 

should be noted that past PP studies have failed at analyzing the 520 and 660 due to 

interference with the tail-end of the P-wave coda. The P and PP phase as well as scattering in 

the P-coda have different enough ray-parameters that beam forming reduced the P-coda while 

enhancing the PP precursors. Simultaneous deconvolution combined data from different regions 

before and during deconvolution also reduces the amplitude of the P-coda since it is different in 

different areas. Obviously, the 660 was the most affected arrival. Cubes of data with frequency 

content as high as 1 Hz have been analyzed to this point, which is much higher than the usual 

frequency range for this type of study. The 1 Hz range is more than twice that of SS bouncepoint 

studies [Flanagan and Shearer 1998].  
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Figure 5.2. The 23rd latitude, approximately at Hawaii, with strong discontinuities 

present. The 410 arrives very early around 390 while the 520 is close to on time. The 

660 and 720 are both relatively early. Data is sampled at 1Hz. 
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Analysis – Hawaii – No Ocean Correction 

To assure continuity of these weakest phases we filter the data down to .1 Hz before performing 

the deconvolution process (figure 5.3).  Since this has been the effective frequency of resolution 

for most previous PP work we will refer back to it as a control and for continuity of week phases 

but most of our interpretation will be based on the 1 HZ data.  

 Throughout the Hawaii region, the 410 is generally deep and appears to shallow as it progresses 

north which implies cooler temperatures to the north. The 520 is deep throughout the region at 

approximately 540km in depth. The 660, however, appears to generally occur between 

approximately 680 and 690km. The greater depth of the 410 and 520 would indicate the 

presence of a high temperature thermal anomaly in the region. 
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SFD Results 

Throughout the Hawaii region, SFD was able to image viable 410, 520, and 660 discontinuities. 

The most questionable of these 3 discontinuities is the 660, seeing how it is the closest to the P-

arrival coda not visible in most PP work. The P-coda causes severe ringing at the 660 km depth, 

making the 660 picks somewhat questionable. There is a strong possibility that the sidelobes of 

the 660 and 720 will interfere with the one another and further complicate any interpretation of 

these features. In figure 5.3 we see strong P410P, P520P and presumed P660P phase but all 

these are preceded by a much stronger “ocean bottom ghost phase”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before discussing the general results we must visit the problem with the ocean bottom 

precursor once more which produces the shallow but stronger “ghost image”. In some cases 

the real P410P can be all together lost behind the ghost. In the methods section the 

 

Figure 5.3.  Illustration from the 1 Hz dataset along the 23 latitude, which is 

relatively close to Hawaii. As can be seen here, there is a very strong 410, 520, 

and even 660.  The 720 discontinuity is intermittent.  The strong amplitude 

above the 410 may be a result of sidelobes. The apparent 720 may also be a 

sidelobe of the 660. 
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“preferred” method of dealing with the ocean bottom precursor was to make a synthetic 

seismogram of just the ocean and the oceanic crust and then deconvolve the observed PP-

phase by this synthetic. Tests found that even when the amplitude of the PoP 

(P,oceanbottom,P) was wrong by as much as 30 % it still would remove the ghost. However 

this deconvolution introduces instabilities into the second SFD (for the PP-function) that the 

waterlevel deconvolution cannot overcome. Figure 5.4 shows PP-functions (PPF) produced 

from ocean corrected PP-phase and it should be obvious comparing these to figure 5.7 (and 

all those to follow) that this processing has disrupted the continuity of TZ phase and 

introduced much ringing at 1 HZ. 

 

 

 

 

 

The alternate method to correct for errors in discontinuity depths due to the ocean bottom 

ghost will therefore be used for SFD results. The method was summarized in the methods 

section and will be further explained when we discuss the horizon maps. For the discussion of 

these non-ocean corrected horizons in the cross-section will therefore be confined to a 

Figure 5.4. The two figures above are images produced after removing the ocean from the data by 

deconvolution as discussed in the methods section.  The figure to left was processed at 1Hz and 

has tremendous ringing problems. The one to the right was produced from 0.1 Hz data.   
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discussion of variations in depth (which was affected very little by the ocean correction). 

Discussion of the absolute depths of these discontinuities will be deferred to the section 

where we discuss horizon maps which were ocean “depth” corrected. 

 Figure 5.5 shows the data distribution around Hawaii. The image in the on the upper left 

shows the number of events in the stacking bin and the black line shows the location of the 

cross–section to the right (from South to North) through the richest portion of the data.  

  

 

Figure 5.5. (a) The sample distribution for 

the Hawaii region. The sample distribution 

is largest on top of Hawaii with sample 

numbers as 80 samples per bin. (b) The 

cross section (illustrated in 5.11a) drawn 

through the densest sampled region. A 

clear 410 is present with The 410 

becoming shallower to the north. (c) An 

illustration of search radius for the region. 

Light blue indicates well sampled regions 

on the map. The red indicates maximum 

search size was required. Blue indicates a 

search radius was not compiled due to 

poor sampling. 
 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Latitude 
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The map on the bottom shows the bin sizes. This bin size map should be considered a resolution 

map. The light areas have bin sizes of 0.7 degrees and have our highest resolution. The brown 

areas have 3 degree bins and are area averages or lower resolution. This color pattern is 

repeated as the background of all later cross-sections. 

We will now go through the .1 Hz cube in an attempt to discuss distinctive features.  In the 

lower latitudes near Tahiti, the 410 is deeper (figure 5.6a). The image of the P520P and P660P 

are of poor quality. The appearance of the deep 410 on the southernmost cross-section (5.8a, at 

13 degrees N) is indicative of high thermal anomaly in the region. The 520 is also visible in this 

data mimicking the general motion of the 410, which is expected (figure 5.6b, at 16 degrees N). 

The 660, however, is much more distorted and difficult to interpret. As one ventures farther 

north the 410 stabilizes, but the 520 remains relatively deep (figure 5.6c). This trend toward of a 

shallowing of the 410 to the north continues (see cross-section in figure 5.5). This could have 

some interesting implications regarding thermal convection in the region.  In Tahiti, it appears 

the thermal anomaly is strong enough to penetrate the 410 and have a visible impact on the 

seismic section. On the other hand, the 410 in the Hawaii region shows no sign of a strong 

thermal anomaly at that depth. The 520 beneath Hawaii however remains deep or warm. 

Tomography models generally show strong shallower low velocity anomalies near Tahiti which is 

assumed to mean more heat at this southern hot spot (Nolet et al. 2007). 
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Figure 5.6. .1 Hz results. (a) 13N latitude. 

Here a distinct dip in the 410 can be seen.  

This is expected due to the Tahiti hotspot. 

Due to poor sampling in this region, the 520 

and 660 are heavily distorted and are 

uninterpretable. (b) 16N latitude. The 410 

levels out slightly.  As we progress north, the 

520 gains more prominence and maintains a 

dip. The 660 and 720 are still disrupted. (c) 

20N latitude.  The 410, originally dipping in 

the south, is now solid. The 520 still dips.  

660 is more visible. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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On the 1 Hz data, the discontinuities appear to take shape at approximately 12N latitude (not 

shown). On the 13N latitude (fig 5.9a), the 410 and 520 appear to be prominent and deep.  The 

16N latitude displays a particularly powerful 520 with a flat 410, similar to what we have at .1 Hz 

(figure 5.7b).  The 660 and 720 are also visible on the extremities, but not in the center.  The 

distortion of the 660 and 720 seems more apparent at these higher frequencies.  There is 

definitely a merging of the 660 and 720 in this particular cross section. We also observe 

multiples of the 660 and 720 in all sections at 1 Hz which casts suspicion on our interpretation of 

these boundaries thought-out the region. The 520 appears more coherent as we move north 

(see fig 5.9c from 20N).  In general the depth variations at 1 Hz agree with those observed at 0.1 

Hz. 
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Figure 5.7. 1 Hz results. (a) 13N latitude.  

Discontinuities appear. 410 and 520 both 

appear to be dipping.  660 and 720 are 

heavily disrupted. (b) 16N Latitude. The 410 

is already solid. There is still a strong dip on 

the 520. 660 and 720 still heavily disrupted. 

(c)  20N Latitude.  Similar to the .1 Hz, the 

410 is olid.  The 520 also seems to lack 

topography and the 660/720 seem heavily 

distorted, possibly due to the P-arrival coda. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Figure 5.8. The smoothed elevation map for water depth in the region. The red dot in the 

center is Hawaii, with the highest overall mean depth of approximately 3000km.  

Topography remains relatively high along the Hawaii chain as well as long seamounts to 

the south. 

Horizon Map Analysis 

The cube of data is traversed to generate horizon maps throughout the region. To pick these 

horizons we first picked them on the 0.1 Hz data which was generally more contiguous but 

overlay these horizons on the 1 HZ data to correct for short wavelength perturbations not visible 

in 0.1 Hz data. In each figure below we will show a raw horizon picked from the PdP ghost 

together with an ocean depth corrected image. To perform the ocean depth corrections, we 

used a smoothed ocean depth (figure 5.8) where the smoothing bins were of the same size 

range as our stacking bins. The ocean depths were used to compute depth corrections at the 

respective discontinuity (see discussion in methods section).  
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Analysis of the horizon map for the 410 discontinuity illustrates the results discussed for the 

cross-section analysis. (Figure 5.9) The horizon map displays clearly a depression of the 410 in 

the south/southwest region of the map.  This area, presumably from the Tahiti hotspot, has a 

high thermal anomaly. The southern region overall is deeper than the region to the north. As we 

move north past Hawaii, there is a rise in discontinuity indicating a cooler region. Similar to the 

cross sections, this could imply the highest thermal anomaly to the south of the Hawaii region 

near the Tahiti hotspot. There is a rise once again on the northernmost region of the map, 

though this area may not be as well resolved compared to the data in close proximity to Hawaii. 

The overall average depth for the region is 425km, which indicates high temperatures 

throughout the region.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9. 410 Horizon maps. (a) Horizon map generated from non-ocean-corrected 

data focused around the Hawaii cube. (b) Horizon map with the ocean correction 

(figure 5.10) applied. In the southwest, there is a distinct deepening of the 410 

indicating a high thermal anomaly. Under Hawaii (approrximately 20 latitude 205 

longitude) there is a distinct rise, indicating low thermal activity, counter-intuitive to 

what is expected at the 410 in this region. 
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We were able to pick the 520 throughout the section except for in the southernmost portion of 

the image due to noise in the data (figure 5.10). There are some similar trends between the 410 

and 520 discontinuities, particularly in the southwest area where the 520 appears the 

shallowest of the entire image, at 545km. This 545 km depth is still deeper than the global 

average indicating that the entire area is warm as indicated by an average depth of 570 km. As 

we venture east from that point, there is a significant deepening down to approximately 580km 

with some areas being as deep as 590km. The area around Hawaii is shallow, similar to what we 

saw with the 410. Unlike the 410, the 520 deepens to the north to the north west of Hawaii but 

does not reach the depths of the southeast region. The depth anomaly at 520 is much greater 

than at the 410 which can be attributed to either greater temperature anomaly at the greater 

depth and/or steep clapyron slope of the 520 discontinuity. 

(a) 

(a) 

(a) 

(b) 

(b) 

Figure 5.25. (a) SFD horizon map of the 520 

discontinuity without ocean correction 

applied. (b) The 520 discontinuity with the 

ocean corrections (figure 5.23) taken in to 

consideration. The 520 is much deeper 

than anticipated at a value of roughly 575. 

It is highest in the southwestern region at 

approximately 530km. 

Figure 5.24. (a) SFD horizon map of the 410 

discontinuity without ocean correction 

applied. (b) The 410 discontinuity with the 

ocean corrections (figure 5.23) taken in to 

consideration. The 410 is slightly 

depressed throughout, but particularly so 

in the southeast. It is deepest in the 

southwestern corner. 

Figure 5.10. 520 horizon maps. (a) Horizon map generated from non-ocean-corrected data 

focused around the Hawaii cube. (b) Horizon map with the ocean correction (figure 5.10) 

applied. Deeper sampling in this region was difficult, so the 520 is disrupted in southernmost 

latitudes. The 520 in general stays deep throughout the region except for the region in close 

proximity to Hawaii. This indicated that there is geothermal gradient throughout the region, 

though it may be stronger to the south. 

(b) (a) 
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The 660 discontinuity proves to be the hardest discontinuity to analyze. At this depth, there is a 

lot of ringing that needs to be compensated for. Considering the high temperatures at the 410 

and 520 km discontinuities we anticipated a shallow 660 which is indicative of hot 

temperatures. Tomography work (Nolet et al, 2007) also finds the lowest temperature 

anomalies at the 660 km depth. (Figure 5.11) The 660 in the southwestern region does appear 

to be shallow (as shallow as 620km). The remained of the image average values remain at 

depths of more than 680km, implying a cold mantle.  This is counter-intuitive to the results we 

had for the 410 and 520 discontinuities and tomography. As a result of these extreme depths, 

the many multiples around the 660 in our cross-section and the general inability of PP methods 

image the 660 (due to interference with P-coda), we are very skeptical of our interpreted 660 

horizon and will not over interpret it. We also found that the SID methods produced better 

images of the 410 than did SFD. The 520 was visible in SID data but not as contiguous as in the 

Figure 5.11. 660 horizon maps. (a) Horizon map generated from non-ocean-corrected data focused 

around the Hawaii cube. (b) Horizon map with the ocean correction (figure 5.10) applied. The 660 

appears very deep throughout the section, being as deep as 700km. This is counter-intuitive to the 

results that we have generated for the both the 410 and 520 discontinuities. There may be too much 

disruption as this depth still from sidelobes as well as disruption from the P-arrival coda. 

(a) (b) 
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SFD images. But the SID method failed to image the 660 at all. This also makes us distrust our 

660 km discontinuity image from SFD. 

SID Analysis of Hawaii 

SID was not very efficient at imaging either the 520 or 660 discontinuities. While the 520 was 

visible in some areas, the 660 was not visible at all. The 410 was stronger in comparison to SFD 

(figure 5.12a).  Because of the 410’s success in SID, we assume SID is a useful method for 

interpretation of more resilient arrivals but not effective for discontinuities of lesser strength. 

An advantage to SID over SFD is its ability to view these discontinuities at higher resolution.  

Frequency was band passed to .5 to 4 Hz (figure 5.12b) and the 410 was visible.  The 520 was 

also visible in this particular cross section, though it not as visible throughout the region. 

A horizon map was generated for the SID 410 (figure 5.12c) and it is similar the SFD 410. Both 

horizon maps are in agreement regarding the southern portion with a deeper 410 and a shallow 

410 underneath Hawaii. A major difference between the two, however, is the region to the 

north of Hawaii. The SID implies a very hot region with a deeper 410 discontinuity while the SFD 

410 implies the contrary. It should be noted that both the SID and SFD 410 are deeper than the 

global average, so a thermal anomaly is likely present throughout the Hawaii region. 
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 Analysis of the “Tahiti-to-Santa” Transect 

SID was able to effectively image a transect line draw through the densest sampled region of the 

dataset. This “Tahiti-to-Santa” (figure 5.13) Transect crosses the Tahiti and Hawaii hotspots as 

Figure 5.12. (a) Cross section through data 

(same line from figure 5.11a) showing a 

strong 410 discontinuity. Similar to other 

results, the 410 shallows to the north. (b) 

A band pass filter was applied to the data 

between .5 and 4 Hz. Even at these high 

frequencies, a 410 as well as small 520 can 

be interpreted. (c) Horizon map of the 410 

for the Hawaii region. This continuity 

agrees in principal with the SFD 410 except 

for the deeper region north of Hawaii. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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well as the Southern Explorer Ridge on the north end of the line. The line (figure 5.14) images 

the 410 well in all regions except for the south which is poorly sampled due to low data density 

and smaller earthquake magnitude. 

The 410 beneath the Tahiti region is the deepest we see in the Pacific. This is consistent with 

tomography by Nolet et al. (2007) that images the largest low velocity anomaly to be in this 

region. Beneath Hawaii we find the same deep 410 as earlier discussion but not as deep as 

Tahiti. These results confirms the results from our cross sections and region studies of Hawaii 

with a deeper, hot 410 underneath Tahiti and a leveling out of a regionally warm discontinuity 

underneath Hawaii. Upon reaching 35N to 45N latitude, the discontinuity becomes disrupted 

but still clearly shows shallows by more than 10 km compared to the Hawaii region. This region 

35 to 45 North latitude region does not have any presumed hot spots and this shallow depth is 

consistent with a cooler mantle.  This region is the location of the old Hawaii chain that is just 

south of the Southern Explorer Ridge. The line continues to approximately 50 N where the 

transect crosses across the Southern Explorer Ridge on to continental crust. 

Upon crossing to continental crust regime, the 410 deepens significantly to the point that it is 

the deepest 410 discontinuity on the map at approximately 435km deep. This may be due to 

partial melt due to injection of water into the mantle causing partial melt. At around 65N 

latitude, the 410 discontinuity disappears and appears a short distance to the North much 

shallower depth at about 70N. We interpret this pull up in the 410 be the region that the 

subducting oceanic slab penetrates the 410, causing a sharp rise in the discontinuity.  Near the 

end of the line, the discontinuity deepens to 420km and then shallows to approximately 405km 

before reaching the end of the transect. 
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The results for Tahiti, Hawaii, and the Southern Explorer ridge coincide well with current 

thoughts of these discontinuities as phase changes that they deepen in warm thermal anomalies 

and shallow in cold thermal anomalies.   
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Figure 5.13. White points on the map are midpoints for the dataset. Black points are sources, 

pink points are receivers. A line is drawn through every major section of the dataset to get a 

well-defined line through which we can interpret.  This line goes through two separate hotspots 

as well as a subduction zone on the north end of the line. 

  

Latitude 

Longitude 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Processing related conclusions: 

1) By beam forming the data at the receiver end we were able to significantly improve the 

frequency content of PP-functions. 

2) The simultaneous deconvolution of all events at a given bounce point was even more 

effective in reducing noise and increasing frequency content. 

3) We used two different methods to remove errors in the depth to the upper mantle 

discontinuities that were introduced by the strong ocean bottom PP precursor.  One was 

more effective in SFD processing while the other was more effective in SID processing 

but comprising in the same region resulted in images with the same (within the 

resolution of these data) resulting depths. 

4) SFD images were effective up to 1 HZ. 

5) SID processing clearly retained signal in images up to 4Hz. 

6) SFD is more effective in imaging week discontinuities in noisy areas and resulted in our 

ability to interpret P520P phases. We believe the P660P was recognizable be side lobes 

(from the 660 and 720) make it interpretation extremely unreliable. 
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Conclusion related to upper mantle transition zone: 

1) The P410P phase was distinguishable throughout all regions. 

2)  The Tahiti hot spot appear to be much warmer at the 410 and 520 km depths than the 

Hawaiian hot spot. 

3) The entire mantle from 20S to 35N along our transect appears to be hot and influenced 

by hot spot activity.  

4)  The 410 in the North Pacific appears to approach global average depth. This 

observation implies minimal anomalous temperature there. 

5) The explorer slab penetrates the 410 at between 68N and 75N. 

 

Suggested future work 

1) Apply these processing techniques to SS data. SS data are generally more effective at 

higher frequency so these methods promise to be more effective with SS data. 

2) Continue PP processing as transportable array (TA) migrates east. 

3) Revisit the explorer slab for 3-D imaging.  

4) Image the South American subduction zone as TA moves east. 
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APPENDIX 

Greg’s processing flow 

dirsortcl_2010C(1) – Sorts the acquired from the JWEED program to MATLAB-usable files as well 

as general info for each, such as latitude and longitude and depth of earthquakes. 

CUTDATA_2010C_GD(dir('*.mat'),'PP',[],'iasp91',[180 90],0,1) – Cuts the data to the proper time 

windows 

Window at [180 90] is the window before and after the desired cut, PP 

rotfilter_2010C(dir('PP_*.mat'),[5 5],0.002,0.2) – Rotates the data to proper dimensions 

makefakedata – Made sure the sampling rates were the same for all data. 

RFbeamer_9comp_2011(dir('RF_PP_*.mat'),1,300,.025,[180 90],.5,[10 15]) – Beams the data. 

Beams included 80, 120, 300, and 500km 

Sortsta(M) – Sorts the data by station instead of by time of event 

symstackPPfreqn4_20GDR(6,18,[5:1:35],[185:1:225],.1,30,30,3.0,'HAW_6x18_point1hz_lat5_1_

34_lon185_1_225_amp') – This program was a do-it-all program that was used for both the 

simultaneous iterative deconvolution method as well as using only selected items from the 

dataset that passed the quality control test. 
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Dirsort 

function dirsortcl_2010C(istart) 

  
%This program will convert your SAC files into 3 component mat files 

and 
%put them in a new directory called dirsort. 

  
%ex: dirsortcl_2010C(1) 

  
mkdir dirsort %makes a folder called 'sactool' in your current 

directory 

  
A=dir('*BHZ*'); %searches current directory for all BHZ files, sets up 

structural array which holds info for each file 
O=length(A); %number of BHZ files found 
findtest=0 
z=0; 
for i=istart:O, %runs loop for all BHZ files 
    filesleft=O-i %how many files are left 
    clear B C 
    istart_next=i+1; %this is the name of the next file to be 

processed, if this program fails re-run it with istart=istart_next 
    z=z+1 %keeps loop going through all BHZ files 
    test=9; %arbitrary number other than 0 that keeps loop going 
    fnameA=A(z).name %searches the structural array 'A' for the file 

name 
    y=find(fnameA=='_'); %searches for a '_' in the file name 

  
    namen=[fnameA(1:y-4) 'BHN*']; %replaces BHZ with BHN 
    name1=[fnameA(1:y-4) 'BH1*']; %replaces BHZ with BH1 
    namee=[fnameA(1:y-4) 'BHE*']; %replaces BHZ with BHE 
    name2=[fnameA(1:y-4) 'BH2*']; %replaces BHZ with BH2 

  
    secA=str2num(fnameA(y+23:y+27)); %finds seconds in file name 
    minA=str2num(fnameA(y+20:y+21)); %finds minutes in file name 
    hrA=str2num(fnameA(y+17:y+18)); %finds hours in file name 
    dyA=str2num(fnameA(y+14:y+15)); %finds day in file name 
    moA=str2num(fnameA(y+11:y+12)); %finds month in file name 
    yrA=str2num(fnameA(y+6:y+9)); %finds year in file name 
    secZ=secA+60*(minA+60*(hrA+24*(dyA+31*(moA+12*yrA)))); %start time 

for Z component in seconds 
    B=dir(namen); %searches current directory for all BHN files, sets 

up structural array which holds info for each file 
    if isempty(B)==1 
        B=dir(name1) 
    end 
    ln=length(B); %number of BHN files found 
    C=dir(namee); %searches current directory for all BHE files, sets 

up structural array which holds info for each file 
    if isempty(C)==1 
        C=dir(name2) 
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    end 
    le=length(C); %number of BHE files found 
    clear secN secE %clears these values, only matters after 1st loop 

  
    if ln> 0.5; %makes sure there is at least 1 file left 
        oo=length(B); %number of BHN files found 
        for i=1:oo %runs loop for all BHN files 
            fnameB=B(i).name; %searches the structural array 'B' for 

the file name 
            secA=str2num(fnameB(y+23:y+27)); %finds seconds in file 

name 
            minA=str2num(fnameB(y+20:y+21)); %finds minutes in file 

name 
            hrA=str2num(fnameB(y+17:y+18)); %finds hours in file name 
            dyA=str2num(fnameB(y+14:y+15)); %finds day in file name 
            moA=str2num(fnameB(y+11:y+12)); %finds month in file name 
            yrA=str2num(fnameB(y+6:y+9)); %finds year in file name 
            secN(i)=secA+60*(minA+60*(hrA+24*(dyA+31*(moA+12*yrA)))); 

%start time for N component 
        end 
        [diftimeN Nmin]=min(abs(secN-secZ));  %this finds the N file 

closest in time to the Z file NMIN is the index for the N file that 

matches the Z comp 
        B=B(Nmin); %looks for BHN file that matches Nmin number 
    end 

  
    if le > 0.5, %???? cop out for > 1 (OH NO IT'S GONNA MESS UP) but 

so what if it's 1? what happens when 1 file left? 
        oo=length(C); %number of BHE files found 
        for i=1:oo %runs loop for all BHE files 
            fnameC=C(i).name; %searches the structural array 'C' for 

the file name 
            secA=str2num(fnameC(y+23:y+27)); %finds seconds in file 

name 
            minA=str2num(fnameC(y+20:y+21)); %finds minutes in file 

name 
            hrA=str2num(fnameC(y+17:y+18)); %finds hours in file name 
            dyA=str2num(fnameC(y+14:y+15)); %finds day in file name 
            moA=str2num(fnameC(y+11:y+12)); %finds month in file name 
            yrA=str2num(fnameC(y+6:y+9)); %finds year in file name 
            secE(i)=secA+60*(minA+60*(hrA+24*(dyA+31*(moA+12*yrA)))); 

%start time for E component 
        end 
        [diftimeE Emin]=min(abs(secE-secZ)); %this finds the N file 

closest in time to the Z file NMIN is the index for the E file that 

matches the Z comp 
        C=C(Emin); %looks for BHE file that matches Emin number 
    end 

  
    testtime=diftimeE+diftimeN; %looks at total difference in time 

between BH files 
    if testtime < 40, %if less than 40 seconds difference 
        if le > 0.5 & ln > 0.5, %if there is at least 1 BHE and BHN 

file left 
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            fname=[B C A(z)] %sets up structural array with BHN, BHE 

and BHZ file names in it 
            show_filesN=fname(1).name 
            show_filesE=fname(2).name 
            show_filesZ=fname(3).name 
            SACTOOL_2010C(fname) %runs SACTOOL2010C program 
            if findtest==0 
                fout=[fname] 
            else 
                fout=[fout; fname] 
            end 
            findtest=1 
        end 
    end 

  
end 
!move *.mat dirsort 

  
disp('Done!') %displays "Done!" 
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Cutdata 
 
function CUTDATA_2010C_GD(file,phase,variable,model,window,mode,istart) 
%MatTimes Tool: 
% 
%CUTDATA  Cuts data about an input phase based on a time window. 
% 1) CUTDATA(LIST,PHASE,VARIABLE,MODEL,WINDOW,MODE) 
%   Cuts down data within the LIST about PHASE according to 
%   WINDOW.  LIST is a structured list naming each file to 
%   be snipped.  See SACTOOL option 2 for LIST creation.  PHASE 
%   is a string argument naming the phase to center about (i.e., 
%   'P').  If the phase has a depth variable, such as Pds, the 
%   input VARIABLE must be given as a value.  Otherwise, VARIABLE 
%   should be an empty cell ([]).  MODEL is the velocity model 
%   to use when determining the phase marker.  WINDOW is the 
%   window about the phase marker to keep.  WINDOW(1) is the 
%   pre-phase time window to keep in seconds.  WINDOW(2) is the 
%   post-phase time to keep in seconds.  MODE determines whether 
%   or not the Matlab data file is deleted.  If MODE is 1, the 
%   data file will be deleted if 1) the data file does not have 
%   the appropriate window present or 2) the phase time does not 
%   exist for the file/phase pair (out of range).  If MODE is 0 
%   or left off, the ".mat" file will not be deleted in any 
%   case. 
% 
%   istart is the start point to skip istart-1 files, for first run 

make 
%   istart=1 
% 
% NOTE: The header information will be adjusted to the cut.  Also, 
%   if  the data file has three components, all will be cut and 
%   all headers will be adjusted accordingly.  If the given phase 
%   has multiple times, the cut will be about the minimum and 
%   maximum times expanding the total stream time. 
% 
% ex: CUTDATA_2010C(dir('*.mat'),'P',[],'iasp91',[30 150],0,1) 

  

  

  
for j=istart:length(file) %will loop for all files 
    filesleft=length(file)-j %how many files left 
    istart=istart+1; %goes to next file 
    name=file(j).name; %searches structural array for first file and 

sets name as the file name 
    namem=name; %sets namem as name 

  
    [t,rp]=TIMETOOL_2010C(phase,variable,model,namem); %runs 

TIMETOOL_2010C program 

  
    runtest=isnan(t); %checks to make sure 't' is a number 
    if runtest == 0, %if runtest returns a number 
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        load([name ]); %loads the file parameters (name, event time, 

azimuth, etc.) into Matlab which allows us to pull info from it 
        gcarc99=data(1).gcarc; %pulls the great circle arc distance 

from structural array distance from event to station 
        howmany=length(data); %number of components (i.e. 3 component 

being BHE BHN and BHZ info stored in structural array) 
        i=0; 
        while i<howmany %number of components 
            i=i+1; %starts at first component and loops through all 

  
            eventtime=sum(data(i).evtime.*[31536000 86400 3600 60 1]); 

%converts event time to seconds 
            Ptime=eventtime+t; %time of first P arrival 
            oldbegintime=sum(data(i).begintime.*[31536000 86400 3600 60 

1]); %beginning of data collection 
            deltatime=Ptime-oldbegintime; %time difference between 

Ptime and oldbegintime 
            if deltatime < window(1) | data(i).streamtime < 

deltatime+sum(window), %if your amount of data is smaller than your 

window, will not cut 
                failure=1; 
                failureout='preevent time less than window' 
                name=name; 
            else 
                olddata=data(i).data; %actual seismogram data 
                dt=data(i).dt; %sample rate (ex: 40 samples a second = 

1/40 which is .025) 
                newbegintime=Ptime-window(1); %cuts data with specified 

window time 
                cutlowendtime=newbegintime-oldbegintime; %data from old 

begin time to new begin time 
                cutlowsample=ceil(cutlowendtime/dt); %number of samples 
                cutendsample=floor(cutlowsample+(sum(window)/dt)); 

%number of samples 
                streamtime=data(i).streamtime; %length (time) of data 
                newdata=olddata(cutlowsample:cutendsample); %number of 

samples in entire data set 
                data(i).data=detrend(newdata); %detrends data 
                data(i).streamtime=(length(newdata)*dt)-dt; 
                [year,jd,hr,mn,sec]=SEC2YDHMS(newbegintime); %converts 

back to original time (not seconds) 
                data(i).begintime=[year jd hr mn sec]; 
                data(i).deltatime=newbegintime-eventtime; %just to keep 

track of how much was cut 
                data(i).SACT0=window(1); %SacT0 is Pwave arrival time 

relative to first sample (seconds) 
                show.SACT0=data(i).SACT0; 
            end 
        end 
        save([phase '_' name ],'data'); %saves data set 
    end 
end 
mkdir cutdata_PP_180_90 %makes new directory called cutdata_P 
!move PP_* cutdata_PP_180_90 
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%previous line moves created data to new directory 

  
disp('Done!') %displays "Done!" 

 

 

Rotfilter 

function rotfilter_2010C(files,twindow,hpfreq,lpfreq) 

  
%recf5(files,signal2noise,shift,twindow,hpfreq,alpha,maxdt,minmag) 
%window= taper window 
%shift,alpha,signal2noise 
%maxdt,minmag 
%hpfreq= high pass frequency (gfilt.m is a Gaussian filter) 
%run this in the directory in which you want the data dumped 
%run filefilt first to filter out files that are not in the correct 

range, etc. 
% 
%ex: rotfilter_2010C(dir('P_*.mat'),[10 10],0.02,10.0) 

  

  
m=length(files); %number of files present 
for ijk=1:m %loops through all files 
    fname=files(ijk).name; %name of first file in loop 
    fnameout1=['F_' fname]; %adds F to front of name 
    fnameout2=['RF_' fname]; %adds RF to front of name 
    fname=fname; 
    load(fname); %loads file into Matlab 
    data=GFILT_2010C(data,hpfreq,twindow,'h'); %runs GFILT program high 

pass filter 
    data=GFILT_2010C(data,lpfreq,twindow,'l'); %runs GFILT program low 

pass filter 
    save(fnameout1,'data') 
    [data,test]=rot_2010C(fnameout1,twindow); %runs rotation program 
    save(fnameout2,'data'); %saves over original file 
    filesleft=m-ijk 
end %end for loop 

  
mkdir rotdata_RF %makes a directory called 'rotdata_RF' 
!del F* 
!move RF_* rotdata_RF 

  
disp('Done!') %displays "Done!" 
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Makefakedata 
 

function makefakedata(M,ref_dt) 

  
m=length(M); 
for i=1:m; %loops through all files 
    fname=M(i).name; %name of first file in loop 
    load(fname); %loads file into Matlab 
    dt=data(3).dt; 
    filesleft=m-i 
    if abs(dt-ref_dt) < 0.0001, 
       for j=1:3, 
            D1=data(j).data; 
            D2=0.5*(D1(1:(length(D1)-1))+D1(2:(length(D1)))); 
            D2=[D2 D2(length(D2))]; 
            DB=[D1; D2]; 
            D11=reshape(DB,1,length(D1)*2); 

             
            D11=D11(1:(length(D11)-1)); 
            data(j).data=D11; 
            data(j).dt=dt/2; 
         %   plot([0:dt:dt*(length(D1)-1)],D1,'b*') 
         %   hold on 
         %   plot([0:(dt/2):(dt/2)*(length(D11)-1)],D11,'rO') 
         %   hi3='hi3' 
         %   pause 
         %   hold off 
        end 
        save(fname,'data'); %saves over original file 
    end 

     
end %end for loop 
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Beaming 

function 

RFbeamer_9comp_2011(freq,ri,ro,reference_dt,corrcoeff,window,months_lef

t,shift_flag) 

  
%This program will search through all specified files to find ones 

within a 
%specified radius and see if they are suitable for beamforming based on 
%given parameters. If so, it will generate a list of these files and 

run 
%the next program (beambld_9comp_2011). The correlation coefficient 
%parameter will let you specify how similar or different you will allow 

the 
%files to be where 1 would be a perfect match and 0 would be no match 
%whatsoever. 

  
%freq = what frequency of files to beamform 

  
%ri = inner radius of beamform 

  
%ro = outer radius of beamform 

  
%reference_dt = the sample rate at which you want to use in beamforming 

  
%corrcoeff = correlation coefficent (number between 0 and 1) 

  
%window=amount of time to look before and after direct-p arrival for 
%calculating correlation coefficients 

  
%months_left is how many months left to go through in loop 

  
%shift_flag is if you want to calculate shifts at one value but apply 

them 
%to a different frequency when you beam (aka finding shifts for 1 hz 

and 
%apply them to an 8hz beam) 'on' will do this 

  
mkdir B_RF_P_data; 
if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1 
    frequency1=freq(1); %stores upper frequency to calculate shifts 

with 
    frequency2=freq(2); %stores upper frequency to apply shifts to 
    frequency2string=num2str(frequency2); 
    freq=num2str(freq(2)); 
else 
    frequency2=[]; %if not beaming by a different frequencies' shifts 

we set this value to an empty matrix 
    frequency2string=freq; 
end 
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RFfreq=['RF_' freq '*.mat']; 
M=dir(RFfreq); %your second frequency files (probably 8hz) 
m=length(M); %total number of files 
run_this_bad_boy='yes'; 
ibad=0; 
igood=0; 
for ii=1:m 
    dt_name=M(ii).name; 
    load(dt_name); 
    winlength=(data(3).SACT0+data(3).SACT1)/reference_dt+1; %SACT0 is 

seconds before direct P cut, SACT1 is seconds after direct P cut, 

normally 30 and 150 
    dt_test=floor(1000*abs(data(3).dt))/1000-reference_dt; 
    len_test3=abs(length(data(3).data)-winlength); 
    len_test2=abs(length(data(2).data)-winlength); 
    len_test1=abs(length(data(1).data)-winlength); 
    dt_test+len_test1+len_test2+len_test3; 
    if dt_test+len_test1+len_test2+len_test3 > 0.000001 
        ibad=ibad+1; 
        run_this_bad_boy='noo'; 
        BS=[dt_name ' has a bad dt or length, dt=' num2str(data(3).dt) 

' length=' num2str(length(data(3).data))]; 
        bad_stuff(ibad).file=BS; 
    else 
        igood=igood+1; 
        GOOD(igood).name=dt_name; 
    end 
end 

  
%if ibad >= 1;  save('bad_stuff','bad_stuff'); end 

  
for ijk=1:length(GOOD); %loop through each file 
    centroid=GOOD(ijk).name; %finds specified file in array 
    numleft=num2str(m-ijk); 
    load(centroid); %loads file 
    timelist(ijk)=sum(data(3).evtime.*[31536000 86400 3600 60 

1]);%start time of event in seconds 
    stlats(ijk)=data(3).station_lat; %latitude of station 
    stlons(ijk)=data(3).station_lon; %longitude of station 
end 

  
for ij=1:length(GOOD); %loop through each file 
    numleft=num2str(m-ij); 
    for iii=1:2 
        centroid=GOOD(ij).name; %centroid station, for 1st pass 
        centroid_B=[]; 
        if iii==2 
            if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1 
                %                 frequency1str=num2str(frequency1); 
                %                 frequency2str=num2str(frequency2); 
                %                 lenfreq1=length(frequency1str); 
                %                 centroid_B=['B_' GOOD(ij).name(1:3) 

frequency2str GOOD(ij).name(lenfreq1+4:length(GOOD(ij).name))]; %we 
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need to load our 2nd frequency beamed file (if finding shifts at 1 hz 

and applying to 8 hz) 
                %             else 
                centroid_B=['B_' GOOD(ij).name]; %we want the 

beamformed file for the 2nd pass this line is same frequency 
            end 
        end 

         

         
        if iii==1; 
            disp(['Number of months left is ' months_left '. Beaming at 

' frequency2string ' Hz. Number of stations left is ' numleft '.']) 
        end 

         
        if iii==1 
            centroid_test=9999; %we know centroid will exist for 1st 

time through 
        else 
            centroid_exist=[centroid_B(1:length(centroid_B)-1) '*']; 

%for beamformed centroid we will search the folder for the single file 

name 
            centroid_test=dir(centroid_exist); 
        end 

         
        if isempty(centroid_test)==0 %if the centroid file exists 

(really only used to test if the beamformed file exists when iii=2) 
            no_go=0; %flag for determining whether to beam or not 
            load(centroid); 
            if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1; 
                data=GFILT_2011(data,frequency1,[10 10],'l'); 
            end 
            sample_before=(data(3).SACT0/data(3).dt)-

(window(1)/data(3).dt); %number of samples to look before direct-p for 

cross correlation 
            

sample_after=(data(3).SACT0/data(3).dt)+(window(2)/data(3).dt); %number 

of samples to look before direct-p for cross correlation 
            

centroid_vertical_data=data(3).data(sample_before:sample_after); 

%vertical data component of centroid station within time window 
            if iii==2 
                load(centroid_B); %beamformed centroid 
                if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1; 
                    data=GFILT_2011(data,frequency1,[10 10],'l'); 
                end 
                if isempty(data(6).data)==0; 

centroid_vertical_data_hole=data(6).data(sample_before:sample_after); 

else centroid_vertical_data_hole=[]; end 
                if isempty(data(9).data)==0; 

centroid_vertical_data_donut=data(9).data(sample_before:sample_after); 

else centroid_vertical_data_donut=[]; end 
                load(centroid); %reloads our original centroid data 

(nonbeamed) 
                if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1; 
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                    data=GFILT_2011(data,frequency1,[10 10],'l'); 
                end 
            end 
            ttest=zeros(size(timelist)); %sets up a matrix of zeros for 

every file found in timelist 
            dtest2=ttest; 
            dtest=ttest; 
            dtime=abs(timelist-timelist(ij)); %finds difference between 

all event times with current event time 
            dlats=6371*(stlats-stlats(ij))*pi/180; %converts latitude 

to radians and then to kilometers distance away and finds difference 

between all latitudes with current latitude 
            dlons=(6371*cos(stlats*pi/180)).*(stlons-

stlons(ij))*pi/180; %converts longitude to radians and then to 

kilometers distance away and finds difference between all longitudes 

with current longitude 
            dd=sqrt(dlats.^2+dlons.^2); %converts to all positive 

values 
            inbeam1=find(dtime<15); %finds all events within 15 seconds 
            ttest(inbeam1)=ones(1,length(inbeam1)); %sets up a ones 

matrix for all data within 15 seconds of event 

             
            inbeam_hole=find(dd<=ri); %looks for all stations within 

radius ri 
            dtest(inbeam_hole)=ones(1,length(inbeam_hole)); %sets up a 

ones matrix for all data within inner radius of centroid station 
            ttest_hole=ttest.*dtest; %this multiplication will leave a 

matrix of zeros and ones where the ones are your corresponding stations 

that fall within 15 seconds of the event and inner radius of centroid 

station 
            inbeam_hole2=find(ttest_hole>0); %all your stations that 

fall within the range (see above comment) 

             
            inbeam_donut=find(dd>ri & dd<=ro); %looks for all stations 

between ri and ro radii 
            dtest2(inbeam_donut)=ones(1,length(inbeam_donut)); %same 

but for between ri and ro 
            ttest_donut=ttest.*dtest2; %same but for between ri and ro 
            inbeam_donut2=find(ttest_donut>0); %same but for between ri 

and ro 

             
            icount=0; 
            corr=0; 

             
            for i=1:length(inbeam_hole2); %number of applicable 

stations for ri 
                fname1=GOOD(inbeam_hole2(i)).name; %pulls file name 
                load(fname1); 
                if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1; 
                    data=GFILT_2011(data,frequency1,[10 10],'l'); 
                end 
                

fname1_vertical_data=data(3).data(sample_before:sample_after); 
                if iii==1 
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corrn=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname1_ve

rtical_data)))); %numerator of corr coeff 
                    

corrd1=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(centroid

_vertical_data)))); %part 1 denominator corr coeff 
                    

corrd2=max(conv(detrend(fname1_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname1_ver

tical_data)))); %part 2 denominator corr coeff 
                    corr=corrn/sqrt((corrd1)*corrd2); 
                else %part 2 where we make our vertical data the 

beamformed data 
                    if isempty(centroid_vertical_data_hole)==0 %make 

sure the data for the hole exists 
                        

corrn=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data_hole),fliplr(detrend(fnam

e1_vertical_data)))); %numerator of corr coeff 
                        

corrd1=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data_hole),fliplr(detrend(cen

troid_vertical_data_hole)))); %part 1 denominator corr coeff 
                        

corrd2=max(conv(detrend(fname1_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname1_ver

tical_data)))); %part 2 denominator corr coeff 
                        corr=corrn/sqrt((corrd1)*corrd2); 
                    end 
                end 
                if corr>=corrcoeff; 
                    icount=icount+1; 
                    MT_hole(icount).name=fname1; %files that will be 

included in the beamed hole component 
                end 
            end 

             
            if icount==0 
                MT_hole(1).name=fname1; %doesn't actually matter what 

the name here is, the next part will only run the hole beam if there is 

more than 1 name in the hole list 
            end 

             
            jcount=0; 

             
            for j=1:length(inbeam_donut2); %number of applicable 

stations for ro 
                fname2=GOOD(inbeam_donut2(j)).name; %pulls file name 
                load(fname2); 
                if strcmp(shift_flag,'on')==1; 
                    data=GFILT_2011(data,frequency1,[10 10],'l'); 
                end 
                

fname2_vertical_data=data(3).data(sample_before:sample_after); 
                if iii==1 
                    

corrn=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname2_ve

rtical_data)))); %numerator of corr coeff 
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corrd1=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(centroid

_vertical_data)))); %part 1 denominator corr coeff 
                    

corrd2=max(conv(detrend(fname2_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname2_ver

tical_data)))); %part 2 denominator corr coeff 
                    corr=corrn/sqrt((corrd1)*corrd2); 
                else %part 2 where we make our vertical data the 

beamformed data 
                    if isempty(centroid_vertical_data_donut)==0 %make 

sure the data for the donut exists 
                        

corrn=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data_donut),fliplr(detrend(fna

me1_vertical_data)))); %numerator of corr coeff 
                        

corrd1=max(conv(detrend(centroid_vertical_data_donut),fliplr(detrend(ce

ntroid_vertical_data_donut)))); %part 1 denominator corr coeff 
                        

corrd2=max(conv(detrend(fname1_vertical_data),fliplr(detrend(fname1_ver

tical_data)))); %part 2 denominator corr coeff 
                        corr=corrn/sqrt((corrd1)*corrd2); 
                    end 
                end 

                 
                if corr>=corrcoeff; %if the correlation coefficient 

found (corr) is greater than or equal to your specified correlation 

coefficient (corrcoeff) 
                    jcount=jcount+1; 
                    MT_donut(jcount).name=fname2; %files that will be 

included in the beamed donut component 
                end 
            end 

             
            if jcount<=1 & ri==0; no_go=1; end %this means there was 

only 1 event found in the beam, the centroid 
            if jcount<=2 & ri~=0; no_go=1; end %this means there was 

still only one event found in the beam because we do not include the 

centroid in the donut beam 

             
            if no_go~=1; %makes sure we didn't flag to not run 

beambld_9comp_2011 
                

beambld_9comp_2011(MT_hole,MT_donut,centroid,ri,ro,frequency1,frequency

2,shift_flag,centroid_B)% MT_hole is a list of all files in beam hole, 

MT_donut is a list of all files in beam donut, centroid is centroid 
            end 

             
            clear MT_donut MT_hole %clears your MT_donut and MT_hole 

lists 

             
        end 
    end 
end 
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[status,result]=system('move B_RF* B_RF_P_data'); 
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Sorting 

function sortsta(M) 
here=pwd 
ndirold='ZZZZZ' 
for i=1:length(M) 
    dir1=M(i).name 
    cdr=[here '/' dir1] 
    cd(cdr) 
    ls 
    here2=pwd 
    M2=dir 
    for j=3:length(M2) 
        dir2=M2(j).name 
        cdr2=[here2 '\' dir2 

'\dirsort\cutdata_PP_180_90\rotdata_RF_point02_8\B_RF_P_data\sourcefilt

er'] 
        cd(cdr2) 
        files=dir('S_B_*') 
        for k=1:length(files) 
            file=files(k).name 
            nndir=file(11:12) % new line testing 
            ndir=file(14:18) 
            if ndir(5) == '.', ndir=ndir(1:4), end 
            if ndir(4) == '.', ndir=ndir(1:3), end 
           % if ndirold ~= ndir, 
                newdir=[here '\bystation_point02_8\' nndir] % new 

changed ndir to nndir 
                mkdir(newdir) 
                newnewdir=[here '\bystation_point02_8\' nndir '\' ndir] 

% new made ndir inside nndir 
                mkdir(newnewdir) 
              %  ndirold=ndir OLD LINE SEEMS USELESS 
           % end 
            command1=['copy ' file ' ' newnewdir '\' file] % made 

newdir to newnewdir 
            system(command1) 
         %   pause 
        end 
        ls 
        pwd 
    %    pause 
        cd(here2) 
        pwd 
    %    pause 
    end 
    cd(here) 
    pwd 
  %  pause 
end 
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SID/Water Level 

function 

symstackPPfreqn3_20GDRtemp(chant,chanb,lats,lons,filter,nrp,minin,maxra

d,ofile) 
global Vp Vs Z 
load clean_OCEAN1.mat 
minrad=0.5*sqrt(2)*(lats(2)-lats(1)) %minimum radius determined by 

using the lats given in the function 
cube.latitudes=lats; %adds latitude/longitude values to cubes 
cube.longitudes=lons; % " 

  
drp=(0.08-0.04)/nrp %gives a range for one specific ray parameter. 

Later on, will find all rps within the drp. 
cube.depths=[1:1:800]; %adds depths to cube 

  
cube.data=zeros(800,length(lons),length(lats)); %creates a 3D matrix 

with dimensions of 800 for depth, latitude length and longitude length 
cube.traces=zeros(800,length(lons),length(lats)); % " 
cube.search_rad=zeros(800,length(lons),length(lats)); % " 
mlats=MLAT'; % adds in midpoint latitudes 
mlons=MLON'; % adds in midpoint longitudes 
TAPER=[zeros(1,6799) (0:1/200:1) ones(1,3801)]; % the taper wanted, 

which is applied at 6800 
for j=1:length(lats) % for all lats 
    for k=1:length(lons) % for all lons 
        clat=lats(j)*ones(size(mlats)); % creates a vector length of 

all mlats with the value of the latitude in question 
        clon=lons(k)*ones(size(mlons)); % creates a vector length of 

all mlats with the value of the longitude in question 
        [dcheck,azcheck]=distance(clat,clon,mlats,mlons); %computres 

arclength and azimuth of both latitude and longitude.  Outputs values 

on left. 

         
        [vrad,irad]=sort(dcheck); %sorts the arclengths 
        srad=vrad(minin) %makes new srad, which is the minimum of the 

radii 
        if srad > maxrad, srad=maxrad, end % srad cannot be greater 

than maxrad 
        if srad < minrad, srad=minrad, end % srad cannot be less than 

minrad 
        srad 
        [j k] %displays latitude and longitude lines 
        inrad=find(dcheck <= srad); %finds where the archlength is less 

than the search radius 

         
        if isempty(inrad) == 0, %if there is a search radius 
            linrad=length(inrad) % defines linrad which is the number 

of files with the proper radius 
            for i=1:linrad 
                infiles(i).name=PATH(inrad(i)).name; % makes the name 

of the desired file the path to it 
            end 
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            inRP=RAYPARM(inrad); %WHAT IS RAYPARM? 

             
            [srp,irp]=sort(inRP); %ray parameter value as well as what 

number it is is sorted 
            test=1; 
            iwh=0; 
            PPZ=[]; 
            firstrp=1; 
            while test ==1, 
                iwh=iwh+1; 
                vfirstrp=srp(firstrp); %very first ray parameter 
                Vnextrpexp=(srp(firstrp)+drp); %makes another ray 

parametever value drp more than the first ray parameter. 
                nextrp=find(srp > (srp(firstrp)+drp),1); 
                lastrp=nextrp-1; %ray parameter stuff 
                if isempty(nextrp)==1, lastrp=length(srp); test=0; end 

%checks for number of ray parameters. If the nextrp value is 1, or it 

is indeed empty, the while loop will stop after the next iteration 
                firstrp 
                lastrp 
                if (lastrp-firstrp) > 0.2, %checks for range of rp 

values. If ray parameter is wide enough, it enters the loop 
                    i=0 
                    for ii=irp(firstrp:lastrp) %for length of the ray 

parameters 
                        i=i+1; 
                        fname=infiles(ii).name; %directs to proper file 
                        fname(1)='H'; %change this if you want to 

change directory of the items 
                        load(fname) 
                        nume=GFILT_grego(data(chant).data,filter,[5 

5],data(1).dt,'l'); %filters the numerator portion 
                        dnume=GFILT_grego(data(chanb).data,filter,[5 

5],data(1).dt,'l'); %filters the denominator portion 
                        dnume=(1/std(nume))*dnume; %normalizes the 

numerator by the standard deviation 
                        nume=(1/std(nume))*nume; %normalizes the 

denominator by the standard deviation 
                        dnume=dnume.*TAPER; 
                        nume=nume-dnume;  % got rid of PP in nume 
                        innume(:,i)=(fft(nume).*conj(fft(dnume))); 

%converts to frequency domain 
                        indnume(:,i)=(fft(dnume).*conj(fft(dnume))); 

%converts to frequency domain 
                    end 

                     
                    dt=data(1).dt; %retrieves the dt 
                    snume=mean(innume'); % gets the average frequency 

value of the numerator 
                    sdnume=mean(indnume'); % gets the average frequency 

value of the denominator 
                    wlflag=1; 
                    wlcount=1; 
                    whb=0; 
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                    wl=[0.001 0.01 0.05 0.1]; 
                    Sdnume=sdnume; 
                    while whb==0 % this is all water level stuff.  It 

goes through the 4 different possible water levels and lets the user 

pick which one they like best. 
                        WL=wl(wlcount); 
                        sdnume=max([Sdnume; 

WL*max(Sdnume)*ones(size(sdnume))]); 
                        PPT=real(ifft(snume./sdnume)); %converts back 

to time domain, but performs the deconvolution 
                        PPTv=([PPT(500:end) PPT(1:499)]); 
                        PPTv=GFILT_grego(PPTv,filter,[5 5],dt,'l'); 
                        PPTv=GFILT_grego(PPTv,0.02,[5 5],dt,'h'); 
                        PPTv=fliplr([PPTv(end-498:end) PPTv(1:end-

501)]); 
                        figure(666) 
                        plot(PPTv) 
                        if wlcount == 4, plot(PPTv,'r'), end 
                        wlcount=wlcount; 

                         
                        asdr=['lat numertrace wlcount are ' 

num2str(clat(1)) ' '  num2str(lastrp-firstrp)... 
                            ' ' num2str(wlcount)] 
                        title(asdr) 
                        wlflag=input('enter 1 if this is bad enter 0 if 

good enter 2 to go back to last: ') 
                        if isempty(wlflag) == 1, wlflag=1, end 
                        if wlflag == 2, wlflag=-1; end 
                        wlcount=wlcount+wlflag; 
                        if wlcount == 0, wlcount=1, end 
                        if wlcount > 6, wlcount=1; end 
                        if wlflag == 0, whb=1; end 
                        if wlcount == 5, whb=1; end 
                    end 
                    if wlcount <5, % only if the water level is found 

acceptable by the user 
                        PPT=detrend(PPT); 
                        PPT=GFILT_grego(PPT,filter,[5 5],dt,'l'); 

%filters the data 
                        T=(mean((PP_Ptimes(:,irp(firstrp:lastrp)))'))'; 
                        MOCRF=PPdepths800G(PPT,T,dt)'; %depth converts 
                        PPZ(:,iwh)=(1/max(MOCRF))*MOCRF; %normalizes 

amplitudes 
                        %figure(667) %plots the ray parameters 
                        %plot(PPZ) 
                    else 
                        iwh=iwh-1; 
                    end 
                end 
                firstrp=nextrp; 
                if firstrp >= length(srp), test=0; end %if there's only 

one ray parameter, ends the loop 
            end 
            if isempty(PPZ) == 0, 
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                [tddd,iddd]=size(PPZ) 
                if iddd==1, 
                    BINPPZ=PPZ; 
                else 
                    BINPPZ=(mean(PPZ'))'; 
                end 
                cube.data(:,k,j)=BINPPZ; 
                %figure(77) %plots the stream along latitude 
                %hold on 
                %plot(1*BINPPZ+clon(1)) 
                cube.data(:,k,j)=BINPPZ; 
                cube 
                cube.traces(:,k,j)=length(inrad)*ones(size(BINPPZ)); 
                cube.search_rad(:,k,j)=srad*ones(size(BINPPZ)); 
            end 
            clear PPZ RP NUME DNUME 
            PPZ=[] 
        end 
        save(ofile,'cube') 
    end 

     
    save(ofile,'cube') 
end 

  

  

  

  

 

 


